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ROOSEVELT TELLS

LOEBTO SPEAK

Perkins Will Not Testify.
Washington,
Aug. 26. George W
Perkins will not testify tomorrow, as
had been arranged, before the Clapp
committee of the senate investigating
committee to the campaign funds of

EODY'S LETTERS
TO BE GIVEN

and 1908.
The wrangle over adjournment in
which congress finds itself, which, has
made it impossible for the committee
to get a quorum has overturned the
plan. The appearance! of Mr. Perkins SENATE DECIDES TO INVEST!
has been indefinitely postponed.
GATE CAMPAIGN FUND
1904

PUBLICITY

PLAINLY
SAYS HE IS
NOT AFRAID OF THE
k
FACTS.

THE BULL MOOSE

) )

?

MONDAY,

AUGUST 26, 1912.

fragettes are about w put Robert L.
Borden, the Canadian premier, to the
test. He has finally consented to re
ceive a delegation of women who will
place before him their views on all
phases of British political status and
request to be told of (his opinions and
as to whether he Intends to do anything for their cause In the Dominion

T'ti ti

h

"

Borden had been the recipient
of much attention on the suffragettes
since his arrival in England
some
months ago. He ihas, however, generPASSED ally succecaeu in evading their le- mands for an Interview, but has now
relented and consented to meet i
Mr.

U

Let Everybody Rejoice
With the Las Vegas
Elks

LEAPED WIRE TELEGRAPH 0ERVICE

BRAVE PREMIER BORDEN.
London, Aug. 26. The British suf

of Canada.

f

'

CITY EDITION

CONGRESS

IS

ADJOIIOSII

fight for a record vote on an investigation of the
velt controversy directly before the
'
senate.
ihe Penrose resolution to extend
the inquiry 0f the Clapp committee investigating campaign funds into cor
respondence

DIE

Involving

financial

DECKED

UP

tran-

FIlLiG

DEFENSE
ST0OY

sactions between John D. Archbold,
George W. Perkins, Colonel Roosevelt
and members of congress, passed the
AND HOUSE
BREAK senate today without a roil call.
SENATE
WILL DECLARE HE IS VICTIM OF
'
On motion of Senator Warren the
DEADLOCK AND AGREE TO
, "BALD JACK" ROSE AND
senate receded from its amendments
GANG.
QUIT WORK
to the general deficiency bill, thus
meting the demands of the house and
A
PRESENT removing the last apparent obstacle rtlTSTC I? TIT!! I"!TIVCtLf LiviiL; IJ Il.Uil l.i4i III.
to adjournment ,'.
'.
This action struck from the bill the
dim if e ncrii A
Mew vnoi
MANY MEMBERS OF BOTH HOUSES, claims of
Oregon '.Virginia, Maryland
HAVE
WILL DECLARE HE HURT
GROWING WEARY,
and Texas and the provision for one
month'a extra pay for employes' at the
GONE HOME
THEIR BUSINESS.
'

EMPEROR IS ILL
Hesse, Nassau, Aug. ,26.
w
IS
Emperor William Is suffering consid RESOLUTION
arebly from pain from the attack of
muscular rheumatism which has afBUT THAT FACT DOES NOT SEEM
SENATOR LA FOLLETTE FQRCES
fected him for several days. The doc
delegation which win call on him on
IT THROUGH WITH THREATTO DAUNT THE PROGREStors in attendance have advised his
Saturday afternoon.
SIVE LEADER.
ENED FILIBUSTER.
majesty that it would be necessary to
avoid eyvTir dinifv he prevailing
STORM KILLS THREE
capitol.
bad weather,. The emperor has there
26. Three peo
O.,
Cleveland,
Aug.
TEE LEAST GF HIS TROUBLES fore taken strict
PENEOSE IS ALSO INVOLVED
KEY
PLOT
precautions against
- CALIFORNIA WINS.
ple were killed daring a terrific wind DEFICIENCIES DILL IS PASSED
cold and wet, as he does not wish
and rain storm that swept over the
Newport, R. I., Aug, 26. Califor
with his ap HIS STATEMENTS
1904 CAMPAIGN FUNDS ARE NOT anything to Interfere
WILL BE PUT city today. Virgil Bellows, one of a
IS nia's sweep of the mwn tennis honors IT WAS PLANNED TO KILL ROSTENTATIVE
AGREEMENT
proaching visit to Switzerland to at
of the country was completed today
WORRYING THE ROUGH
party aboard the yacht Red Head, was
UNDER MINUTEST
ENTHAL THREE MONTHS
REACHED LEAVING OUT
tend the army maneuvers there.
wlhen Maurice E. McLoughlin of San
knocked overboard by a swinging
RIDER.
SCRUTINY.
AGO.
The report of the emperor's condi
CLAIMS
STATE
boom and drowned.
Michael Sherr
Francisco, won the championship in
tion, issued today, says the muscles
and John Mulnix were killed by lightsingles by defeatiagg Wallace F.
Oyster Bay, Aug. 26. What Colonel and glands Of his majesty's neck are
Washinton, Aug, 26. With Senator ring. TreeB were blown down and
out
New York, Aug. 26. With the apAug. 26.- - The second Johnson of Philadelphia,
Washington,
Roosevelt knew and aid in the matter causing him great pain. The affection La Follette holding the threat of a nn;ch property loss wag siifferpd.
of five sets. The scores were
d
of W. J. Flynn, chief of th
of the
session
pointment
congress
of John 0. Archbold's alleged $100,-00- began with a chill on Friday, which filibuster which would
indefinitely
local seoret service, as chief Investi4:30 p. m.
at
both
houses
adjourned
wak followed by pronounced Illness prolong the session of congress, the
contribution to the republican
gator of the aldermanic investigating
today. The double deadlock that had
The patient's general condition, which senate today passed without a roll A
'J
came the news today that
ear
committee,
an
over
into
and
held
Presiit
what
in
fund
Saturday
IS
GUNBOAT
1904;
INJURED.
campaign
was considerably disturbed, is now call the Penrose resolution to have
the ablest detectives in the country
dissolved
session
ly
26.
Sunday
morning
The
Washington,
Aug.
dent Roosevelt said to the late B. H. better. The fever has passed off and the Clapp committee investigating
gunboat
TODAY IN CONGRESS
when It met today.
Vlcksburg, scouting off the west will aid Chief Flynn in ferreting out
Harriman and what Mr. Harrlman the inflammation la diminishing.
campaign funds inquire into corresWithout a roll call Senator La Fol coast of Mexico to watch the revolu- evidence of police blackmaiL The
transactions
pondence or financial
committee expects to
lette won his fight to force the sen- tionists, has put into Magdaiena Bal
between
John D. Archbold, George
TOOTH NEARLY KILLED HIM
riman's $260,000 contribution are mat- Aug. 26. Senate: Met ate to paBa the Penrose resolution di- with a hole punched in her hull by a meet tomorrow for the purposes of
Washington,
W. Perkins, Colonel Theodore Roose
,
Oakland, Cal., Aug. 26. Supposedly
at noon.
tera to which, William Loeb, Jr., ror-recting an inquiry Into the Archbold- - broken propeller. The cruiser Cleve- further organization.
and members of congress.
velt
.
of
K
Counsel
a
Mr. La Follette prepared to conti Penrose-Rooseve- lt
tuberculosis,
Police
Baldes,
for
t
Lieutenant
Involv- land, ordered to Nicaragua, will
controversy.
merly Mr. Roosevelt's private secre- dying
bring
The scenes of Saturday night and nue
his filibuster to force vote on the ing Standard Oil contributions to the the Vickskburg into Mare Island navy Charles Becker, now beliind the bars
tary, is prepared to testify before the business man of Salt Lake City, has
when
Sunday
every
early
morning
tooth
a
now
is
and
on
the
coughed
up
Penrose resolution.
senate committee investigating cam
republican campaign of 1904, and cor- yard. The Cleveland ought to reach on charges of instigating the murder
parliamentary usage was put forth
road
to
had
Baldes
high
recovery.
for
of
elec
Colonel
Petitions'
Roosevelt
said
investigation
paign funds,
respondence or financial transactions Magdaiena Bay about September 1. of Herman Rosenthal,' the gambler,
Ms rteetti removed several months to keep the Penrose resolution from tions of Senators Chilton and Watson between Mr.
Archbold, George W. Per She is now in Pugei Sound. The was busv todav Drenarinsr defenai nt
today:
coming to a vote were not repeated
an
soon
ago,
and
taking
anaesthetic,
presented.
"Mr. Loeb told me last night that
kins, Colonel Roosevelt and members Vicksburg Is in no immediate danger. the accused lieutenant. Becker's) lawafterwards developed a bad cough. today. The only possibility of delay
House: Met at noon.
of congress.
The cruiser Des Moines will sail yer, it is learned, expects to show, that
he had seen statements that he was
advised him that he had ing adjournment was on the genera'
Physicians
Marked
for
time
the
ad
senate's
The committee which Is directed by from Boston on September 6 to Mexl-ca- he was the victim of the glamblefs
to be 'brought down before the com
tuberculosis and must seek another deficiency bill. The leaders reached journment.
the
resolution to make the inquiries,
Colonel
said.
"He
ports on the east coast to watch plot headed by "Bald Jack?' Rose ana
Roosevelt
mittee,"
climate. He brought his family here, an agreement to leave the disputed
Ocnot
will
before
the
situation.
however?
The vessel will stop at the men wfho have supported hia
wished to come and tell me about the
begin
but grew worse and was supposed to 'state claims" out of the measure un
Vera
tober.
rumors.
I told him that if be was
Cruz,
Tamplco and other ports. "confession."
b practically
Rose and these men, counsel will
upon his
deathbed til next session. This was said to be
will
CANAL
The
bill
BILL
It
be
called he was to go, of course, and to
commanded
upon
deficiency
general
by Commander
agreeable to the house. Senator
when he ejected the tooth.
have sufficient reasons to
assert,
S.
Charles
to
which
was
a
there
filibuster
second
transferred
from
testify
everything."
Hugles,
Chamberlain, who nad insisted that
seek revenge on Becker for Kg 'acinf-'- j
"While
attempt to foyo the .house! to the scout boat cruiser Birmingham.
under ro circumstances,
.
i
the claims be include" in jth- ;Al this..
tivities against them. It will D fur
ENGLAN a?
would I myself ever have asked Mr.
t'Bl amonmqnts to
year, gave way to tlnis plan.
ther alleged that a plot to intirder
pay certain claims of Oregon, Virginia,
Loeb to testify," Colonel Roosevelt
As finally amended the resolution
Rosenthal
was
and Texas, was finally NO
Maryland
conceived 'thraa
declared, "I "am more than pleased
F.1AIL
authorizes the Clapp committee to
months before he was killed, bet the.
that the committee chooses to do so.
GREAT BRITAIN DOES NOT LIKE agreed upon with the understanding
probe the following points
that the bill be passed this year, with
plan was abandoned at the Instance
The statement of Senator Penrose
THE PANAMA
instance, when I made my
of certain East side gamblers. 1 will
out the claims and that they be in
made in the senate regarding the
statement about Mr. Harriman in Mr.
ON
be contended that Rosenthal w4s or- cluded next year. And thus the ses
Harriman's lifetime, I wt it rest only
Standard Oil company's campaign
rt nnn
....
f
sion came to a close without a Toting
iu Ky ito uanaaa. onttnaj- CANDIDATE
SIMPLY contributions to the republican na
on my written letters, yet, as the
e SOCIALIST
London, Aug. 26. The Panama can
when
he
in
demanded
house.
either
quorum
ACwas
$25,000,
NOTIFIES
It
PAPERS
de
OF
tional committee of 1904.
has chosen to listen to hearal bill was characterized today as
NEW
POSTAL
RULING
EVEN cided to make away with him.
President Taft at 4:10 o'clock sign
.
t
CEPTANCE
and contributions in practically a dishonest repudiation of
Expenditures
say gossip by Mr. Odell and Mr. Arch-bol- d
CUTS OFF THE DAILY
as to what Mr. Harriman said
the campaign for presidential nomina- a direct bargain by newspapers repro ed the general deficiency MIL
x
PAPERS
Senator Chamberlain today aban
HORSE AS Ar DENTIST.
Terre Haute), Ind., Aug.
26. In tions, this year.
took place at that interview I Bhali
'
lenting the views of all the British
doned
his
filibuster
ad
the
contrast
marked
to
Grover, Colo., Aug. 26. Suffering
the notification
against
be glad to have them listen to Mr.
Financial transactions and corres political parties.
Washington, Aug. 26. All first and from severe
toothache, Samuel! Rica
Loeb, who was present at the Inter- ceremonies practiced by other politi- pondence relating
Meanwhile no definite procedure by journment of congress on the provi second class
thereto between
postoffices will be clos started to ride 25 miles
sion
the
that
bill
cal
general deficiency
view.
to a dentist
parties, the socialist presidential John D. Archbold and members of the British government In regard to
ed on Sundays as a result of a provi
today, when his horse; threw him ana
the bill can be framed, for nearly all carrying "state claims" In which Ore sion in the new
"Mr. Loeb telephoned to Mr. Bliss nominee, Eugene V, Debs, today ac- the senate and house.
postal appropriation kicked him in the mouth,
gon has an Interest, go over until De
Financial transactions and corres- the cabinet ministers and
cepted hJa nomination by simply inknocking,
bill passed by congress and signed
prominent cember. The house Is
by out the aching molars.
to
believed
be
the
that
newspapers
forming
they pondence relating thereto between politicians are scattered over the EuStandard Oil contribution, making Jn
President Taft.
were at liberty to print his address George W. Perkins, Colonel Theodore ropean continent at various
agreeable to that.
my behalf the same request that 1
watering
Every important city in the United
Senator
BRIDES FOR WESTERNERS
of
to
Follette's
La
filibuster
which
had
he
sent
Roosevelt
them
acceptance
and members of the senate rlaces or else are shooting grouse on
made directly in the two letters and
States
is affected. Hereafter only spe
New York, Aug. 26. Judging
on
force
a
vote
in printed form. No committee called and house.
the
resolution
Penrose
moors.
lhavo
the
Is
by tha
Scottish
been published
It
telegrams that
certain, was then the1
cial
letters will pass through
frequency of their arrival In Iarga
Senator Clapp, chairman of the spe- however, that the government
only apparent obstacle on delivery
and received the same assurance that on Mr. De'bs and there was an entire
will
that day and no mail will be plac
to adjournment today.
parties, Scottish lassies are popular
cial committee
I had received; that no Standard Oil lack of ceremony of any kind.
investigating cam propose the reference of tbe question
ed in lock boxes.
as brides in some parts of the far
"If
decided
it
to
is
bill
let
the
go
paign contributions, stated after the to The Hague court of arbitration.
money had been received or would be
west. In similar proportion to that
until winter I wJH consent to an ad
passage of the Penrose resolution that
received."
on many previous voyages of Anchor
said Mr. Chamberlain. "I
his
journment,"
DARROW
FACE
committee
FJUST
not
would
probably
Concerning the statement made by
will not consent, however, to its pass CRAFTING HAY HAVE
Liners ten per cent of tha 500 odd
meet again before September '30.
AMERICANS TO HAKE
Hearst yesterday
William Randolph
without the state claims."
age
passengers on the steamer Columbia.
in London in which Mr. Hearst urged
TRIAL ONCE MORE
EXISTED A DECADE just in from Glasgow were young
Maryland, Virginia and Texas also
him and Mr. Archbold and Senator
NICARAGUANS BEHAVE are interested. Senate leaders began
Scotch women, all of the 50 maidens.
PAYS OWN BURIAL FEE
Penrose to tell the "full story," Coloa conference just before noon to find
'
announcing themselves bound for vaSchenectady, N.-nel Roosevelt had this to say: "My JUDGE ' REFUSES TO DISCUSS
Aug, 26. W.
a way to bring the session to a speedy DERTOIT PROSECUTING ATTOR rious western states as brides-to-bMClark, a. former resident of this NOTICE IS SERVED ON REBELS
attitude toward the Standard Oil
OTHER BRIBERY IN- NEY EXPECTS SENSATION-Aend.
of prosperous farmers.
but nw of Elizabeth, N. J., is
DICTMENT.
j011
company was precisely the same beTHAT THEY MUST BE
-- The
DISCLOSURES.
carries'
bill
deficiency
general
in.
fore as after election, as any one can
Schenectady this week to visit
GOOD1 BOYS.
about $6,000,000. The government's
BATTLE IN CHIHUAHUA.
find out by turning to thei files of the
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 26. The n ien(1" and incidentally to pay his bu- Detroit, Aug. 26. With the arraign.
other credStors for that amount, in
Pearson,
Chihuahua,. Mex, Aug. 26.
ho being supposedly
expenses,
newspapers at the time of the passage niotion of Clarence S. Darrow's attor-rla- l
Nicaragua,
Managua,
Aug. 23.
Rebels and federals met yesterday
merchants in many cities who ment today in police court of seven
of the bureau of corporations bill be- ney to dismiss the Indictment charg- - dead and buried tor more than 'six (Delayed In transmission) Notice cluding
have advanced supplies to the army teen alderman and former Council at Ascension, 60 miies southwest of
fore I was nominated or elected, wihen Ing the former chief counsel of t!he!weel18that the American forces in Nicara- and
navy, will have to wait until De Committee Clerk tCdward R. Schreit-er- Juarez, according to a report received
the Standard Oil opposed the law and McNamara's with the bribery of Rob- Early in July, a inan was killed at gua will restore peace has been sent cember
confessed receiver of bribe mon here today. The rebels lost 2S killed.
for their pay, If the, measure
I got it through by making public tele- art Bain, the first juror chosen to try Binghamton, who, through cards in to General Voca, rebel leader at Leon,
'
V
is held over.
ey, Prosecuting Attorney Shepherd three wounded and several
prisoners.'
his
Oil
of
Standard
the
grams
pocket, was thought to be Clark. by George T. Weltzel, United States:
people op- James B. McNamara. was denied toNeither the house nor senate as (hopes to be able to probe into past lederal cavalry of Geiw'at-Rapago'n
posing the law and showing their ac day by Presiding! Judge Willis, of the His sister was notified, went to
minister
The
here.
of the rev sembled
leader
on time and neither muster- doings of the city council and deter command participate! with a rebel
'
"
:
and identified the body as be- olution, General Luis Mena, was also
tivity.
superior court. The case was coned a quorum. It was said that only 46 mine if 'possible whether
group whose commander i Unknown;
As for any connection
of mine tinued until tomorrow, when the date ing her brother's, The burial was ar- given a similar notification,' but dur
grartmg nas been a
with the Standard Oil before or after of Darrow's trial on the Bain charge ranged for and the sister paid the ex- ing the entire outbreak the insurgents senators were In the city, lacking two councumanic
of a quorum. One of those, Senator constant practice in the last decade.
election any human being is welcome will be set.
penses.
have hitherto paid no attention to the
After the arraignment proceedings VIIGISIA
was reported ill.
to make anything public about it of ' Attorneys for Djtow and the deLast week a friend who had been protests and letters of the foreign Hey burn,
are disposed of, it is expected the pre
in
was
The
Hit
senate
over
first
the
any sort, kind or description and if I fendant himself were obviously dis- adviBed of the death, met Clark on diplomatic and consular representa
had appeared before the committee appointed at the adverse ruling of the the street in Elizabeth and told him tives. 'The government has abandon the reading of the journal of Satur-- ! liminary examination of Alderman
TO BE INVESTIGATE!
Senator La Louis Tossy, charged with receiving
day's all night session.
today I should have testified to every court. Earl Rogers, chief counsel for that he was dead and buried. Clark ed the fortress at Leon, which they
bribe
Debe
will
commenced.
Its
Follette insisted on
money,,
being read in
feature of it of which I had any recol- Darrow, argued
that as the jury contradicted the statement, and be had used as headquarters and from
tective Brennan, who declares he, ELECTION OF WATSON
lection or knowledge, and submitted whlclh tried Darrow recently on the ing advised of the facts, hastened wfhich they had sent two unsuccessful full.
AND CHIll
After repeated conferences, senate while posing as a Wabash railroad ofTON SAID TO HAVE BEEN
from my letter books any letters of charge of having bribed George
here.
expeditions against the town itself leaders announced an
understanding ficial, bribed Tossy, will probably be
mine dealing in any shape or way
ILLEGAL
had heard all of the Bain eviwhich is held by the rebels.
which the senate was to recede the principal, witness for the
by
with the matter; and i should have dence and held it to be insufficient, it
from its demand for the immediate
Wrashington. Aug. 26.A
rTma
been delighted to have Mr. Loeb, who would be a waste of time and an unAPPROPRIATION CUT DOWN.
MRS. BACON DEAD
of the contested
"state
payment
for an Investigation of the elect I
has been my private secretary, to ap- necessary imposition upon Darrow to
26.
Washington,
Aug.
AppropriaBerkeley, Calif., Aug; 26. Worn out claims," in the general deficiency bill,
COLONEL WILSON DEAD
of Senators William,. E. Chilton j
' tions for the
pear to give every particle of informa- bring him to trial again.
expenses ci t'he govern- by an extended period of nursing her but provided that the claim be includAtlanta, Ga,, Aug. 26. Colonel C. C. Clarence W. Watson of West Virg
tion, that he has."
District Attorney John D. Freder- ment in the fiBcal year of 1913, husband, Mrs. Jennie Foote'
Bacon, ed in the next general deficiency bill. Wilson, aged 67, former president of was made In a
Colonel Roosevelt said that he had icks insisted that the state had strong amounted to $1,019,626,143,
petition signed by ' ;
according wife of Professor Thomas R. Bacon,
Senator La Follette finally got the the United Wireless company, died er Glasscock
and others presented j j
received today a telegram from Sena- evidence, and was confident of, a con- to a statement made to the senate to- senior member of the
faculty of the Penrose resolution before the senate, late last night at the United, States
tor Clapp advising him of the inabil- viction. It was stated that the prose- day by Senator
day to the senate through Se
Warren, chairman of University of California, died yesterity of the committee to have him tes- cution did not have to rely in- this the appropriation committee. The to- day of heart disease at the family res- eral minor amendments. Senator Bail- penitentiary here, where he was aery Callinger, the presiding officer.
h
ing a three year sentence) for using petition called attention to chin . ! j
tify today. He said the telegram said case solely upon the testimony of tal is less than that of the last year idence here. Professor Bacon was not ey spoke
against it on the grounds of the mails in an attempt to defraud. bribery
that if he should testify it would Bert Franklin and Bain, both of by $7,046,788 and is $21,000,000 less told of the death
f l
publicly made in refeiei
of his wife for fear unconstitutionality he had advanced Uraemic
was given as the me eiecuon or tbe two West
poisoning
have to be at considerably later date. whom made confessions.
than the estimates.
the shock might prove fatal.
i
Saturday. This brought La Follette's cause of the colonel's death.
Cassel,
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RATON LOOKS FOR
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HAVE A CHEESE

PRISONERS

It

AUGUST J6l 1912,

MONDAY,

OPTIC, SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 1912.

DAILY

RELEAS

TORRAIECOITY

ASK
Of

OF
CHANGING OF THE ROUTING OF LOCAL BUSINESS MEN BELIEVE. ANNUAL CONFERENCE
WILL BE
NOMINATION FOR NEW
ENTERPRISE
FRUIT EXPECTED TO
'
MEXICO.
PROFITABLE.
HELP.

IR

INMATES OF THE EXPOSITION WILL OCCUR IN
PENITENTIARY
DESIRE
TANCIA ON OCTOBER 4
LIBERTY.
AND 5

THIRTY-EIGH-

.

EXQUISITE
STYLES FOR FALL 1912

TO HAVE A

PAROLE

OCTOBER

FACTORY

PROSPERITY

IN RATON

OPTIC.

DAILY

S

T

The new season's styles are more than ordinarily attractive
and radically differ from those of the past season.

ES- -

BEAUTIFUL CREATIONS
..

".

i.

Santa Fe, N, M., Aug. 26. Thirty-eigh- t Estancia, N. M., Aug. 26. October
Raton, Aug. 26. The annual con
Hagerman, N. M., Aug. 26. Interest
in every line are now arriving daily and our stocks are rapidly
convicts in the New Mexico the fourth and fifth will be big days
for
church,
has
Methodist
of
at
the
ference
in a cheese factory
Hagerman
be
min
their
served
filling np for the Fall Season.
penitentiary, having
in Estancia. It has been definitely
almost cached the boiling pointy con New Mexico will be held in Raton
imum
and
have
sentences,
2,
for
applied
October
pa
b&en
seat
business
decided
,,
siderable enthusiasm having
by the county
ginning Wednesday,
manifested at the mass meeting held continuing over the following1 Sunday, role, Action on their requests will be men that this town will, hold a fair
Among the latest arrivals are
last! week. While the object of tne A reception will bd held in the First taken at a meeting of the board of on those dates that will tie some
meeting was to consider the1 drain- Methodist church on. Tuesday night, penitentiary commissioners to be held fair. It is the intention of the comNEW SUITS,
in this city on September 5. The men mittee hack of the fair movement to
SILK AND WOOL DRESSES
age question, the subject of a particiated in by Mayor Shuler and
for release are as have the harvest festival follow the
cheese factory came in tor considera others rorominent la civic, social and who have applied
EVENING GOWNS,
'
SILK PETTICOATS
follows:
entertainments already advertised by
tion, and from the trend of sentiment religious life.. Raton, ia highly hon
Vencestadp;
Gallegos,
McKinley neighboring towns, and yet to give
NEW MILLINERY,
expressed it seems that such an enter ored by being given preference over
NEW SILKS
more important towns in the state county; John Joseph Melloy, Grant plenty of time to get the exhibits of
prise is an assured fact
Manuel
NEW FALL SUITS AND SHIRTS FOR HEN
Chaves, Socorro coun farm products in shape to be atRev. W. J. Alter, who has had many for the entertainment of t!he large count;
religious body ty; Luz Mermudes, Grant county; Se- - tractively presented at the Albuqueryears of successful experience In the and distinguished
We will be pleased to have ' you inspect the new
businiess In the north, haa been a per which the conference will bring to ferino Mireles, Valencia county; Fran- que state fair.
styles.
sistent and enthusiastic advocate of gether, and our people should exert Cisco Valdez, Grant county; Frank L.
The exhibit of farm products from
You'll not be obligated by doing so.
a cheese factory ever since he came themselves to make its visitors feel (Edwards, Grant- county; JesuB M Estancia and vicinity at the fair last
to Hagerman, and three or four years that no mistake was made in select JVUera, Colfax county; Jim Moore, fall attracted much atention and won
Eddy countp; A. L. Lane, Dona Ana several
ago the prospect seemed to bp good ing hex.
prizes.
for the establishment of the factory,
The unusually wet season enjoyed
Bishop McConnell, resident bishop county; Seferino Morales, Dona Ana
Laa VeciiLeadinSloro
but interest in it was absorbed by oth at Denver, will preside over tbe con county; Pedro Martinez, Sierra coun this year enables the farmers to make
s?
tap
er things. But during all this time ference. Among the distinguished men ty; jonn Kagier, Bernalillo county; a etill better showing this fall.
Chaves county;
Mr, Alter has never allowed his faith of the church present will be: Dr. Seferino brnelas,
R. L. Porter will have an exhibit of
in the success of the" venture to lag. Spencer, editor of the Central Chris- Manuel Maes, Union county; Walter apples that cannot help but attract
It Is estimated that it will cost tion Advocate, of Kansas City; Dr. Scott, Colfax county; John Smitin, much favorable notice, because of
Established 1862
South SicUPLaja.
about $2,500 to provide a suitable Treanery, representative of the board Colfax county; Grover Clark, Colfax the fine quality of the fruit and the
Dan
county;
Dr
Riley,
San
in
Quay
of
of
county;
the necessary
Chicago;
building and put
Sunday schools,
size of the apple. They are the Early
equipment, and tentative subscrip- Clarence True Wileon, representative tiago Garcia, Colfax county; Genero Harvest variety.
tions
were made Monday night of the national temperance' board of Merla, Eddy county; Francisco Gar
The public schools will open for
of that Topeka, and Dr. Charles M. Browell, cia, McKinley county; Ramon Mar the fall term the first Monday in
amounting to about
amount, which demonstrates that if of Philadelphia, one of the secretaries tinez, Union county; Francisco Galle- September. Professor Ferguson will
the matter la pushed the necessary of home missions and church exten gos, Union county; L. S. Stephens, So- have charge of the high school, while
corro county; C. T. Hill, Curry counROUND TRIP
to put in sion. '
money will be
Mrs. Maude Patterson and Mary Lobb
Miller, Grant county; will teach the
the factory. Mr. Alter thinks there
Coincident with the sitting of the ty; Andrew
grammar grades and
are sufficient cows in this and adjoin- conference Is the conference of the Bruno Pena, Grant county; Juan Cha Mrs. Blanche Parrett the
EXCURSION RATES
primary.
'
ing communities to keep the factory Spanish missions, with delegates from ves, Santa Fe county; Agapito Calles, The use
Christian
of
the
church
in successful operation, and with the all parts of New Mexico and Arizona Dona Ana county; Edward Foley, Col'
ding has Been secured should
factory established many milk cows and a portion of Old Mexico. Pastors fax county; H. D. Simmons, Eddy the attendance overcrowd the large
would be imported.
and lay delegates from all over the county; J. W. Wooten) Chaves coun- brick
AND
T
building in Alta Vista addition,
There is; no doubt about the many state will be present during the1 con- ty; Carl La Roach, Quay county; and another teacher will then be
Frank
Mitchell, San Miguel County;
N
advantages which would accrue to the ference as well as religious visitors
It ia planned to hold an
Los Angeles
employed.
community through the establishment from other states. Raton will be filled John Haskley, San Miguel county; eight months' term.
San Diego
of a cheese factory. Dairying! Is a with strangers during' conference Fred Rltter, Bernalillo county; Man The rains during the past week have
uel
Dona
Mendez,
Ana
in
county.
profitable business
anyj country week and should prepare to extend to
been accompanied by a terrific disSan Francisco and return direct
C5Q.GQ
and means a steady Income to those them every courtesy and attention.
of lightning. A. B. McDonald, of
play
A
111
vast
Seattle, Tacoma & other points CGOmOO
amount
of
health is due near Lucia, lost 24 head of
engaged in the business, and with
dur-Insheep
to impaired digestion. When the atom.
the abundance of alfalfa and other WORLD'S PEACE CONFERENCE
a storm a few days ago, and C. R.
ach fails to perform its functions profeed which is produced here, climatic
Tickets on sale August 29, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Geneva, Aug. 26. Advocates of the perly the whole system becomes de Greenfield, near Moriarty had a fine
conditions and other advantages, it adoption of principles of
peace ranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's Jersey cow and two Jersey heifers
Stop overs allowed in either direction. For further information
should be doubly profitable In the throughout the world have assembled Aaoieis is an you need. Thev will killed
call on or write.
by lightning.
Pecos valley.
in Geneva from many quarters of the strengthen your digestion, Invigorate
your nver, and regulate your bowels,
globe to take part in. the proceedings entirely doing away with that miser
Hay fever and asthma make August
of the nineteenth International Peace aDie reeling due to faulty digestion a month of Intense suffering to many
KILLING AT SPRINGER
n. aiany omens nave Deen per- - people. Foley's Honey and Tar ComWallace West, son of H. M. West, congress, which had its formal open
manenuy cured wny not you? Fol pound gives prompt ease and relief,
of this city, shot fnd Wiled Bugger ing today. Fojf several monthWans Bale
TlXll'iCARI SCHOOLS
by all ,'lealers. i
and is soothlns and healing to the inFace Gonzalez, on'' Monday, on Main 4ave: Deen in progress vo mttuo ine
flamed membranes. Wm. M. Mere
more
notaDie ir possioie
congress
CONGRESS
thew, N. Searsport, Me., says: "A few
GOOD QfOHK street, at Springer, says the Roy Span than
BOZEMAN'S CARNIVAL.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 26. Ev doses of Foley's Honey aad Tar Com ringing of bells and the soreetehing of
any held in the past. Many
The marshal tried to
The day
Zomean, Mont., Aug. 26. The famin Gen- erything is in readiness for the open pound relieved me of a severe attack countless factory whistles.
remain
will
of
the
two
when
participants
the
brothers
pa
stop
fight,
itof asthma and less than a bottle caus- was devoted chiefly to the reception ous rose carnivals of Portland and
attacked West and knocked him down eva to take part in the meeting of the ing of the twenty third annual meeting ed a complete oure." Refuse substit of the
INDICATIONS
ARE THAT
YEAR
many prominent persons invit- Pasadena have a rival in Bozeman's
Commercial utes. O. G. Schaefar and Red Crosi ed
with a beer bottle and tried to take Interparliamentary Union to be held of the
LV.ILL BE HIGHLY SUCCESS
to take part in the celebration.
sweet pea carnival, which was ushft
which
Store.
month.
will
here
congress,
next)
begin a four Drug
his gun away, while the boys were on
FUL ONE
Features of the week will include a ered in today under the most
auspicin
session
tomorrow.
this
days'
took
of
A.
his
ctiy
he
the; marshal,
top
gun
reunion of descendants of Ohio gover- ious conditions. The entire week will
18 Scores of
GREAT CELEBRATION.
Dr. C. H. EllBWorth . Dentist
in the city jo'
are
delegates
out
and
and
the
bullet
fired,
striking
nors, a military and civic parade, a be devoted to festivity and entertainTucumcarl, N. M Aug. 26. With an
Baldwin St.. Rochester, N. T, says Fo take part in the meeting, Among them
Columbus, O., Aug. 26. Rounding
Incruased enrollment of ten pupils the oldest of the Gonzalez boys under ley's Kidney Pills gave him Immediate
centennial banquet, a reunion "and pa- ment The features will include mag
are
out
a career of one hundred years as
representatives of chambers of
more the first day of this school year the eye killing Mm Instantly. The relief and strengthened him wonderrade of Grand Army veterans, and his- nificent floral pageants, a sangerfest
commerce,- boards of trade, commer- the permanent capital of Ohio, there
than were enrolled at the end of the marshal waived examinuation and fur. fully. "I have been bothered with cial
torical exercises under the auspices of the German singing societies of
clubs, manufacturing, mercantile began in Columbus today a celebraweak kidneys and bladder trouble and
first ,month a year ago, the local high nished a $5,000 bond to await action suffered
of
the Daughters of the American Montana and a variety of outdoor
much pain. Foley Kidney and traffic, mining, live stock, irriga- tion In honor of thei great forward
school has started the year with bet- of the grand jnury, every one seems Pills gave me Immediate relief and
Revolution and other societies.
sports. The number of early arrivals
tion, maritime, drainage and water- strides ,that the century has witter prospects, for a successful year to be of the opinion that the killing strengthened me wonderfully. I am
Two evenings of the week, will oe Indicates an immense attendance of
nessed.
way
the
improvement
entire week there devoted to an elaborate1
During
associations,
than ever before. Not only are more of the grand Jjury. Every one seems pleased to recommend their use. O.
pageant en- visitors later In the week.
ex- G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drust Store. throughout the
country. Governors will be a succession of reunions, pat- titled "The
of the State," showboys and girls from Tuoumcari In at- that the officer will be completely
Story
of
riotic
of
states,
mayors
cities, representaL
meetings, brilliant fetes and his
1;
j
,
ing, in artistic magnificence and histendance, but there ia a large attend- onerated.
COLORADO SPRINGS CARNIVAL tives in congress and many other pub- torical pageants, all in hoonr of the torical
ance from
accuracy, scenes of the old as"Were all medicines as meritorious
who will pay
lic officials will be included in the centennial aniversary.
Chamberlain's Collo, Cholera and
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 26.
Northwest Territory and Ohio from Diarrhoea
tuition to gain the advantages Tucum- READY TO RACE AT READVILLE
The formal inauguration of the cele
Remedy the world would
carnival attendance.
Colorado
annual
Springs'
26.
the
time
The
of
Mound
the
circuit,
Boston,
carl furnishes for an education, and
Aug.
Builders, the be much better off and the percentage
grand
The
bration
of
the
marknatal
America
"See
greiat
in
day,
from
all
and
subject,
week
this
First,"
'takes
place
seat of whose densest population was of suffering reatly decreased," writes
that are not found in many places, meeting at Readvllle park will open
is one which will be given much at- ing the passage of a century since the
Lindsay Scott, of Temple, Ind. ' For
Ohio, down to the present day.
This week has seen organization all tomorrow and all indications point to dications it will ecipse all of Its pre tention
sale by all dealers.
by tine congress this year. seat of the state government was redecessors in the brilliance and variety
four
hunof
Several
days
great
sport.
the
from
Una,
the first to the
along
features. The Government statistics ehow that ev- moved from Chlllicothe to Columbus,
of Its entertainment
twelfth grades, Not only did all the dred horses, representing practically
Old papers for saw. Optic office..
0
Read The Optic.
began with a salute of 100 guns, the
and is ery year from '$350,000,000 to
decorated
is
handsomely
classes begin the work in the class all the important stables in the court city
of American money is spent In
of
One
vllstors.
with
rapidly
filling
room, but the work on the playground try' are 1uartered at the track- Tna
the notable features of the week will Europe by tourists. The congress
and in Society hail and club rooms leature 01 w opening aay win ne tae
a grand reunion of veteran cow- - will undertake the task of turning the
(be
also received the attention it deserves. I i10'000 American Trotting Derby. This
men of the old short-gras- s
range days. tide of American travel to Europe to
The
tennis courts, basketball event is one of the richest on the cirthe magnlcifent scenic spots of the
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
courts, and other equipments that are cuit and has attracted a large entry
United States and Canada.
TO DISCUSS CITY BOOSTING
$50,000.00
$100,000.00
essential to physical training are al- of the best performers of the season.
Wichita Falls, Tex., Aug. 26. The
Irs.
zzZl f
ready actually engaged In producing,
most efficient methods of city boosting KENTUCKY MURDERER TO DIE
UNIVERSALIST CONVENTION
the pleasure which they are Intended
are to be discussed by the commercial
Eddyville, Ky., Aug. 26. Preparato bring to the live boy and girl.
Woodstock, Vt, Aug. 26. The an- secretaries of Texas, who rounded up tions are being made at the state pri
At the close of the first month of nual
of Universalis! here today for their annual conference. son here for the electrocution this
convention
Hosktas! Cashier.
0-J. M. Cunningham, President.
5D- - T- the school a year ago, there were en- churches of Vermont and the Prov .'Commercial clubs in all the principal week of Cai Miracle, the Bell county
Frank
rolled a little more than 600 pupils. ince of Quebec began here today and cities and towns of the state are rep murderer.
Springer,
Just one year ago today
At the close of the first week this year will continue in session until Thurs- resented. The value of newspaper ad Miracle shot and killed
Matthews
" vertising, truthfulness in exploitation,
i
there are about 600. That we shall day.
Jones at his home near Plneville. A
have more this year at the end of the
immigration, and all phases of com- Voman neighbor, who was attracted
first month, than we had a year ago,
mercial club work will receive atten to the scene by the screams of Mrs.
GARMENT WORKERS MEET
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
goes without saying. Following is the
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 26. The bi- tion during the three days session.
Jones and her children, was shot and
k
enrollment:
I
ennial convention of the, United Gar"killed by Miracle in his atempt to
Matter of Fashion
I First grade 141; second grade 84; ment Worker of America assembled
The murderer fled to the moun"Did you enjoy Miss Dodleson's tains and eluded capture until Novem'.third grade 70; fourth grade 52; fifth in this city today for a saesion that
!?Tad9 48; sixth grade 63;
seventh will probably continue ten days or singing last evening?"
ber 29, when he was arrested in Birtrade 35; eighth grade" 34; ninth two weeks. The convention, in addi
"Well, In a way I did. But it seemed mingham, Ala.
rade 24; tenth grade 14; eleventh tion to transacting a large amount ot to( me. that she lacked a sense of prorade 7, and twelfth grade v. The routine business, will discuss plans portion."
SONS OF VETERANS MEET
?mmerelal department has 6, which for the continuation of the fights now
"Yes, I noticed that, too. A person
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 26. More than
t
fals 595.
on in a number of cities of the United as stout aa she is ought ta wear her fbne thousand delegates have register
Stock,
Capital
tor
Instead
and
better
down,
States and Canada
wages stripes running up
ed at the headquarters at the Plantand shorter hours for the garment of the other way."
annual
ers' hotel for the thirty-firs- t
IsiR WILFRID'S TRIP WEST
Office with the Saa Miguel National Back
convention ofthe Sons of Veterans.
'ttawa, Ont., Aug. 26. Sir Wilfrid workers.
; Nautical Distinctions.
The national encampment to the first
rier, former premier and leaderfof
Wm. G. Haydon
President
"How do you tell the difference that the
Robert W. Herter, Lawrenceville,
liberal party, will leave tomororw
organization has, held west
kid- between a
been
bothered
had
who
with
Mo.,
a
and
sailboat?"
said
25
II.
W.
In
yacht
years.
Vice President
of the Mississippi river
In extensive tour of western Can-- I
Kelly
ney trouble for two years, says: "t the girl with the
inquiring mind.
'The formal opening will take place toHe will epeak before the
D. T, Iloskins
tried three different kinds of kidney
Treasurer
"By looking Into the pantry," re morrow morning and In the afternoon
of the Canadian For-- " pills but with no relief. My neighbor
serI
association in Vancouver and told me to use Foley KidneyandPills, a plied Captain Cleet. "If she carries the delegates will attend memorial
Interest PeJd on Deposia
took three bottles of them,
got
plenty of refreshments and seegars, vices at Jefferson Barracks. The con:sit many of the principal cities
cure. I recommend them she's a
permanent
vic- vention sessions will continue until
I
yacht. If It's mostly plain
way to and from the Pacific to everybody." O. G. Schaefer and
' '
'
tuals, she's a sailboat."
1 Red Cross
Friday.
Drug Store.

Raton, N. M, Aug. 26. While the
rumor' to the effect that all Santa
Fe red ball freight was to be sent
over New
divisions
in the near future nas proved un
information
authoritative
founded,
has been rf?ceived that something of
a much greater importance to Raton
and vicinity has been consummated
in railroad circles within the past
few days that will be good reason for
rejoicing. The dictum has gone forth
that all (engine oil burners on the San
ta Fe system, with tine exception of
those used on the extreme western
coast lines, must be converted at once
Into coal burners. This genial order
issued, by the Santa Fe (and by other
roads as well) has been made necessary by the continued auvance in the
price of oil. To the coal producing1
fields of Colfax county, this situation
means an immense Increase of bus!
ness with the companies whose present coal contracts will be largely in
creased by the conversion of all
trainers into coal burners a very
large per centage of the engines now
in service on the Kansas and other
districts further east being comprised
within the oil burning class. As evl
dence of the anticipated increase in
activity during thp coming winter
among the county coal camps, it is
stated that the Santa Fe is lengthen
ing and Increasing the number of sid
ings used for coal storage purposes
between Raton and Las Veggas.
new coal storage yard at Trinidad
f
mile long with six new stor
age tracks is being constructed and
a recent order has been sent in for
6,000 new coal cars. A large number
of ballast cars are also being convert
ed into coal cars in anticipation of
u
tile neceeslty for handling a greatly
augmented business In the coal trans
portation trade. Without doubt,, the
recent action taken by the Santa Fi
and other roads will react most bene
ficially upon the coal mining Industry
of the county during the coming year.
'
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TAXATION IS HARD

And here Is the situation the Union
Pacific is up against there and; which
undoubtedly, is hut a counterpart ot

NUT FOU RAIL

conditions this and other railroads
are contending with in many, If not
all western states as well, perhaps,
as other states."

HIS
UNION PACIFIC OFFICIAL TELLS
ABOUT PREVAILING CONDITIONS

Topeka, Kan., Aug. 26. The tax
problem is a constant worry to railway
N. H. Loomis, general solici
officers.
tor of the Union Pacific, was in Tope-a few minutes last evening just
1

August Starts Out Weil
Rail road gross earnings for the first
week in August show a marked improvement as compared with those of
the similar period in the two preceding months, the total of all United
States roads reporting to date, ns
compiled by Dun's Review, aggregating $7,641,311, a gain of ;6f.7 per cent
as compared with the earnings of the
8ame roads for the corresponding ie-kTloi last year.
This contrasts with railroad earn
ings for first week In July practieal- ly the same as a year ago, while for
the same period in June they showed an increase of only 2.6 per cent.
Very few systems report loss, the
most notable being Chicago & Alton,
which shows a falling off of $36,415;
Texas & Pacific, $11,060, and Colo,
rado & Southern, $37,894.
These decreases, however, are far
more than offset iby the gains by num- erous important roads among them
Missouri Pacific, on which an expansion of $184,698 appears. ''Soo" $119,-17$83,366;
& Ohio,
Chesapeake
Southern, $51,708; Louisville & Nasha

MONDAY, AUGUST 26, 1912.

THREE

was formally opened a little over a
year ago.
Attendance by famous scholars and
scientists from over the United
States is promised for the occasion
and the ceremonies will be elaborate
and well in keeping with the prominence of the subject dedicated.
The Rice Institute is under, the immediate direction ot Dr. Edgar Odell
Lovett, Ph. D., LL. D., formerly proMAGNIFICENT INSTITUTION HAS fessor of mathematics at Princeton TRIED
AND TRUE
FORMULAS
BEEN ERECTED AT HOUSuniversity and1 later head of the de
THAT ARE IN GENERAL
partment of astronomy of the same
TON, TEXAS.
USE
institution. The faculty ia made up
Houston, Texas, Aug. 2C Of inter- of men of letters from various colLethbrldge, Alta., Aug. 26. The
national interest is the formal Inaug- leges of the United States and foreign
fruit In glass for exposition
uration and dedication Of t!ie William countries.
purposes is only successfully accom
M. Rice institute at Houston, October
Subjects' of instruction will iriclude
plished by a few who have made a
Distinguished scholars and mathematics, physics, chemistry, bi-- j study of it. There are certain fixed
scientists from a number of foreign ology, engineeringg, architecture, an formulas In use, and
practice makes
seats of learning will participate in cient languages, modern languages, perfect.
academic
the opening
festival and for history and politics, philosophy and
In view of the number of classes
the period the educational spotlight psychology, economics and sociology provided at the International'
of the world will be directed on and art and archaelogy.
For the adProducts Exposition at LethTexas.
vanced degrees, master of arts, doc- brldge, Alta., October
for fruit
The Rice institute is the seventh tor of philosophy, ana doctor of en- preserved In glass, the exposition comrichest college in this hemisphere gineering, every faculty will be af mittee desires to call attention to a
graduate few formulas In general use.
possessing an endowment of approxi- forded properly qualified
mately $10,000,000, left by the late students to undertake lines of study The essential requisites to success
William
Marsh Rice, formerly of and research under the direction of follow:
Houston, who met a tragic death in the institute's resident and visiting
It la every necessary that the fruit
New York twelve years ago. The professors.
be first properly prepared. Do not
The
institute will be open for en
fund was left in trust at the foundhandle the fruit with the bare hands;
er's death and by wise investment trance examinations and registration wear a
pair of soft woolen gloves;
and accumulation it has grown to the September 23, with lectures and reci
the
flrult from the vine or tree,
clip
enormous sum, which instead of giv tations of the first session beginning
stein. Wash it under a
the
leaving
September 26. The first annual coming to Houston a new public school
of
hos
or eold water to respray
as was Mr. Rice's first intention it mencement is scheduled for June
move all dust or foreign matter;
hang
has given to Houston a college in th. Tuition in every department will be by the stem- - until
thoroughly
dry.
free.
"big eight" oi American colleges. In
Be sure to select perfect specimens,
An elaborate system of institute
their order of wealth the "big eight'
them In the preserving liquid
buildings is being erected and the fin- placing
follow:
24 to 48 hours.
Before thoroughly
ishing touches are being applied for
Columbia university
$38,192,000
have your jars cleaned and
ripened
the
The
opening.
group of buildings
Leland Stanford, J
30,000,000
include the administration building, ready ,also preserving liquids properUntvelrsity of Chicago
26,390,824
and an academic group of five build ly prepared before gathering, your
Harvard university
22,000,000
fruit. After fruits are prepared set
ings, residential hall for women, rest
Cornell university
15,411,1)00
aential ball for men, school of fine in a cool, dark place. Always use disYale university
13,839,000
tilled or boiled water, but never rain
arts, mechanical labratory, the gymRice university
10,000,000
water.
Northwestern university .. 9,000,000 nasium, graduate school, a Greek
Don't get discouraged if the first at
playhouse, botanical gardens and
does not prove successful, but
ine Kice institute will make its
tempt
of pure and applied science,
debut in the educational world with a athletic
until yon do suckeep
experimenting
stadium, powerhouse and oth
ceed. Don't fail to properly label the
great academic "show." Of the inaug- er buildings. A massive
campanile
ural lecturers who will attend from tower clothes the
variety,
stack of the power- specimens, giving name,
various foreign seats of learning may house.
Academic water courts, the where and by whom, produced.
be mentioned the following in alphaThe formulas follow:
quadrangle and campuses cover a
betical order:
For berries1 and all fruits Clear
large acreage. Th institute is a mile
water white kerosine la frequently
Professor Rafael Altamira y Cre-ve- south of the city limits.
of Madrid, Spain; late Professor
The academic festival marking the used with good results with straw- of the history of Spanish law in the inaugural promises shows of
the beries, blackberries, raspberries and
University of Oviedo; director of ele-- greatest educational shows of tne curants. Be sure that no drops of
mentary education in the Spanish world. In preparing for it Dr. Lovett water remain on the berries.
All fruits and vegetables To every
lhas endeavored to associate the
ministry of public instruction.
great
f
ot water add
ounce
gallon
est
Professor Emlle Borel, of
group of famous educationalists

M

UNIVERSITY

IIOVTO PRESERVE

IS IN "BIG

FRUITS FOR

EIGHT"

FAIRS

For dark colored fruit and berries
To one gallon of water add six and
one half ounces potassium nitrate, one
quarter., ounce formaldehyde and one
ounce glycerine.
It is time to begin preparations to
exhibit, and a premium list will be
sent gratis upon request to J. W.
chairman exposition committee,
Lethbrldge, Alta.
l,

.
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bos-In- g

featherweights.
Regarding the proposed Sharkey.
Burns match, Ed Curley, spore writer
for the New York Journal says:
Tom Sharkey Is goln gto fight If
you don't believe it, ask Mark Levy,
the fight promoter of Albuquerque,
N. M. Mark was In town yesterday
and hunted up Sharkey.
"You be the fighter
Sharkey?"
Markie started.
"Sure!" blurted the philanthropist
"Want to fight In Albuquerque
Burns?" persisted
with
Tommy
'

,

:

MIGHT

live In Brooklyn, and it was thero la
his younger days that he got the
fever, being at one time us clever
with his hands as most any of the

LIT

'"'

THE

Markie.

AGES

10-1-

"I'll fight In Elmhurst or any
long enough to unburden his heavily
place," shouted the excited tar.
laden mind on the tax question that
"Then sign them article?," de, confronts bis railroad every year.
IF HE DOESN'T SHARKEY AND manded Markie Levy.
"Intricate and endless as the prob.
BURNS MAY FIGHT IN
Sharkey signed and then opened &
lera of railroad rate regulation seems
few bottles.
rt Via If la tia mrra nemlfiYlnff ATld lin-- !
"Everything is now ready for the
ceYtain,,. particularly to many western
Mark Levy, Albuquerque's,
big
fight," said Levy, last evening,
gifted
railroads, than the question of railyoung promoter, Is In New York City "provided I can get Tommy Burns to
road taxation," said Mr. Loomis. "This
'
i
endeavoring to arrange a match. In Al- sign."
matter has for years agitated the
buquerque between Tarn Sharkey and
minds of public officials and therefore
Tommy Burns. Doubtless this would
those of railroad officials continuously
be an interesting affair. Sharkey
CANTALOUPES $5.50 A CRATE
and yet without satisfactory results.
probably would get his false teeth
J. E. Hogue received word Monday
Many a railroad executive would feel
knocked out and Burns might be over- that cantaloupes from his farm near
that his most difficult task had been
taken by an attack of rheumatism, for Artesia had sold on the Chicago marperformed if he could be assured that
both are rather old and decrepit John ket that day for $5.50 per crate, says
his road had' finally reached a point
L. Sullivan, it ia understood, says he the Artesia Advocate.
This Is the
where a halt would be called to the ville, $35,420; International & Great
can whip the winner with one hand, highest price paid for any cantaloupes
heretofore constantly increasing de- Northern, $21,000;; Missouri, Kansas
and John is no younger. Corbett and this year, and of course, now that the
mands of the state, county, municipal & Texas, $16,245, and Minrieapplis &
Fltzsimmons might be Induced to put season Is on, it Is not likely that meand school district authorities for St. Louis, $16,787.
on one of the preliminaries. It is to lons from other localities will bring
In the following table are given the
heavier tax payments.
be regretted that Cain and Abel are as good a price. Pecos Valley melons
"In no state has railroad tax reform gross earnings of all United States
deceased as they might make a lively get to the market first and this, com
heen more conspicuous In the last de- railroads reporting to date for the
tussle if armed with boxing gloves by blned with the larger size and better
cade than in Nebraska and some de- first week of August and the gain
Mr, Levy,
grade always bring the top price.
cided advance has been made. Indeed, as compared with the earnings of the
The following dispatch from New
It woud be out of the question to fig
Nebraska has every right to be called same roads for the corresponding peYork comes to us by the paste and ure the exast profit on one crate of me
a progressive state when' it comes to riods a year ago; also practically for
scissors route from the Albuquerque lons, but they sold last year at $2 per
the matter of railroad taxation. Tet the same time in the two preceding
...........
Journal:
crate and a small profit made on
not all, of Nebraska) is content with months, together with the percentages
New York, Aug. 24 A battle .be- them. In addition to the early pro
the progress achieved. There is a si- of gain over last year.
tween Tom Sharkey, erstwhile sailor duct, the higher prices and greater
Pet.
1912
Gain
tuation In Keith county that state,
and in his day one of the gam est scope, our melons also produce mora
which seems conclusively to bear out Aug. one wk. .$7,641,311 $479,464 6.0
heavyweights who ever entered a to the acre, making even a greater
196 0.0
this assertion and it is barely possible July, 1 week. . 7,241,670
ring, and Tommy Burns, once the profit for the growers.
that the Keith county case is typical June, 1 week.. 6,144,552 107,725 ,z.t
This year the acreage is small, but
heavyweight world's champion, which
of many with which western railroads
title he won from Marvin Hart only next year there will be thousands of
are today trying to grapple.
NAPOLEON'S IDEAL WOMAN
to lose it a year later to Jack Johnson acres of the wonderful profit producThe great Napoleon, in response to
"Keith county, to begin wih, Is one
is what Mark Levy, director of the ing crop In the Pecos Valley.
reof the .western counties of Nebraska a question once asked by a lady,
New Mexico Athletic club of Albuquer.
Mr. Hogue hauled in over 80 "crates
and la a fairly representative county plied "My; ideal woman is not the
N. M., proposes to stage. Levy, of melons one day early in the seaque,
'
of that locality. It is now In process beautiful society belle or the butterwho has been In New York the past son. '
Some day, no doubt, fly of fashion, but the matron wiho
of development.
two weeks, has secured Sharkey's sigits fertile acres will be in a high stite reaches middle age in complete presnature to a contract to meet Burns
of cultivation, for the soil Is rich with ervation of health, with stalwart chil
at Albuquerque and the New Mexico
BIG TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
natural resources and the climate, dren by her side."
fight impressario is now negotiations
Gallup, N. M.,( Aug. 26. The enrollAmerimiddle-ageParis,
Thousands
of
while not altogether salubrious is yct
to France; director of scientific studies ever assembled, for any purpose. The corrosive sublimate. This has given by wire with Burns In an effort to ment at the county institute has alconducive to profitable agriculture. In- can women today owe their health
at the Ecole Normal superieure: edit great wealth of the institute makes good satisfaction with nearly all kinds get the redoubtable Tommy to con- ready far exceeded that of eny prevl-- .
Com.
E.
Pinkkham's, Vegetable
dustry but halts upon Keith county's Lydia flhat
ons year with more teachers yet to
of La Revue du Moia; pro- possible this elaborate opening and of fruit and vegetables) and should Jit sent to a meeting with Sharkey.
lefamous Iremedy for
promising threboll, Th.l?! census pound,
fessor
Levy has created quite a furore in come Sn.
of the theory of functions at the endowment
of
millions be bo6om clouded or dim can be renewwo
more
which
carried
maTe'ills,
has
ed. Must be handled with caution, as New York sporting circles since he
gave the county a poular.on of J,baj.
hind it assures the success of the
Of the 17 now in attendance, 15 of
men safely through the natural the University of Paris.
It is rank poison. Peas placed in Jars has been here. He has patronized all them now hold
"The Union Pacific Railroad com
stitution.
first grade and, profes
Senator
Benedetto
of
other
than
her
life,
of
Croce,
any
Napchanges
with pods cracked open make a nice the fight clubs liberally, never missing sional
pany operated 41.52 miles of ti.ain line
so that they are not
world has ever known. If les, Italy; life senator of the Italian
certificates,
the
remedy
and 42.53 miles of branch line in
display.
any ot the cards at Madison Square here for academlo preparation, hut for"
Kingdom; member of various royal
OLD SETTLERS' PICNIC.
you are ill, It will pay you to try it.
Keith county.
For firm, smooth-skinne- d
Garden or the St Nicholas Athletic professional Improvement
fruits
commissions; editor of La Critica.
The old settlers' picnic to which ev
and ad"Its main line Is assessed at $107,-50- 0
To every gallon of water add one club, and being conspicuous
at the vancement ." Mr. Bishop reports that
has
been
Professor
forward
eryone
looking
de
BAR
MEETING.
AMERICAN
Hugo
Amsof
Vrles,
The
in
that
a mile
county.
gross
f
quart of glucose and
ounce
bouts as a ringside spec- he has done Institute work many
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug, 26. Page af terdam, Holland;' director of the hor-tu- s with much interest will be held next
does well for tator. Levy Is the one who introduced times in the various
earnings of the Union Pacific from
This
formaldehyde.
botanlcus
at
counties of New
29,
the Pleasant
and professor of the Thursday, August
its 14 stations throughout Keith coun- ter page of the registers of leading
pears, peaches, prunes, grapes, cher- the fight game In the new state and Mexico but has never had a
View school
and
the
house,
filled
Milwaukee
anatomy
hotels
with
says
Roy
of
body of
in
physiology
today
plants
ty in 1911 were $191,300.14. Its net the names of
ries, currants and gooseberries,
but he was one of those mentioned for teachers who were so uniformly weft
the University of Amsterdam.
of
and
jurists
lawyers
including
earnings were $76,520.05,
battle prepared for their work.
All arrangements have been com not for logan berries, black or rasp- referee of the Johnson-Flyn- n
Professor Sir Henry Jones, 6f
both in and out business. All the national and International reputation
on the Fourth of July at Las Vegas,
old settlers of Pleasant berries.
If the number of pupils and schools
and
the
who
come
to
pleted
have
attend
the
annual
was
1910
fellow
Glasgow, Scotland;
of the BritFor light colored fruit To every escaping by a halrsbreadth from be- of
property in Keith county in
View
and
have
McKlnley county are Improving In
preof
the
American
Liberty
Bar
townships
associa ish academy; professor of moral phigiven an assessed valuation of $2,022,-23- meeting
a program which will be of spe gallon of water add two ounces car- ing mixed np in that monumental direct proportion as the number and
tion.
to
The
pared
will
called
be
meeting
in
the
losophy
The Union Pacific's property in
University of Glasgow; cial interest to
bonate of soda, six and a half ounces fake.
those who wish
order tomorrow by President S. S. Hibbert lecturer on
scholarship of Its teachers are, the
the county was assessed at $1,105,-33metaphysics at
potassium nitrate (salt peter) one and
The New Mexican is by no means educational purogress ought to ha
a
spend
with
of
the
sessions
and
the
resi
pleasant
Gregory
Chicago
day
Manchester
college, Oxford.
a half ounces glycerine.'
being 54.66 per cent of all the will continue over
'
new in the metropolis for he used to
dents of these communities.
Wednesday and
Baron Dairoku
Privy Councillor
property in the county.
There will be speaking in the fore
Thursday.
Kikuchi, of Tokyo, Japan; late Japa
'Now, this road, whose gross earnnoon also in the afternoon by promi
All signs point to one of the most nese minister
of
counin
that
education; formerly
ings for an entire year
interesting meetings in the history president of the University of Tokyo, nent speakers. There will be races oi
ty were not near double the assessor's of the association.
and a double header
The
attendance and later Qf the
every
value of one mile of its track there.
University of Kyoto; ball description
Mills vs. Liberty.
unusual
to
between
be
and
game
promises
large
y
recently lecturer on Jappanese educa A
vpt ra( intn fh nnlklta rftfluirv 22.15
basket
will be spread
dinner
while
the
to
large
representative,
subjects
tion
at
,
the
tax-,University of London.
per cent of its gross earnings for
be brought before the meeting are
Professor John William Macnall, of at noon so be sure and bring well
es and 55.38 per cent of its net earnnearly all of live interest to the gen-er- London, England; former fellow of filled baskets. A large platform n
ings for taxes. It la interesting to republic as well as to members of Balliol college, and late
being ejected for those who wish to
professor of
call, in this connection, Minnesota' the
legal
profession.
trip the light fantastic; dancing to
in
Oxford
poetry
university.
organic law levying a 4 per cent gross
Uniform state laws to govern marcommence as soon , as the day pro
railon
itstax
certain of
earnings
Privy Councillor Professor Wilhelm gram is over.
riage and divorce and similar legisroads.
Germany;
lation in regards to chUd labor and Ostwald, of
will be
Plenty of refresfhments
late professor of chemistry in the TJni
"From another viewpoint it is found
food and drugs will be brought
served on the grounds.
pure
of Leipslc; nobel laureate In
that the Union Pacific not only Is as- before the
This Is the third annual picnic held
meeting in reports from verslty
1909.
sessed proportionately and actually the
chemistry,
standing committee on uniform
by these townships and this' prom
Professor Henri Polncare, of Paris,
higher and pays proportionately and state laws. Frank D. Kellogg of St
ises te far out do all previous ones,
;
actually higher taxes than all other Paul will deliver the annual address. France; member of the French acad- so make up your mind to
spend next
commander
emy;
of
the
of
honthe
in
its
property
legion of
county
entirety Other speakers of note will include
Thursday at Pleasant View school
pays taxes at the rate of only $9.52 Attorney General WIckersham, Sena our; professor of mathematics and as- house, seven miles east of
Roy. Go
per capita. These were the figures tor Sutherland of Utah, Frederick H. tronomy at the University of Paris.
'Because the advertiser has done something: to inspire confidence.
and stay all day and we assure
early
Professor Sir William Ramsay, K.
for 1910, and they still obtain.
Judson of St Louis, Justice William C.
you that you will be amply rewarded 8
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
B., of London, England; late pro
"The Union Pacific, that year, paid R. Hiddell of Toronto, Robert J. Car
with the best time of your life.
fessor
of
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
at
col
chemistry
Keith county the respectable sum of ey of Chicago and William V. Hensel,
University
;
lege, London; nobel laureate In chem
statements.
$42,378.98 for taxes.
former attorney general of
NOTICE.
1904;
istry,
of
the
seventh
president
"Yet Keith county is not content
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
Notice is hereby g ven that the of
international congress of applied
He
believes in his goods to the extent of investing- his capital, nor
New
Mexico Catficial paper of tne
chemistry.
Professor Vito Volterra, ot Ro.ue, tle Sanitary Board will on Septem
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
Italy; life senator of the Italian King ber 1, 1912, De changed from the Las
dom; dean of the faculty ot science Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas, N. M., to
good secure repeat orders.
and
of mathematical physics the Roswell News, of RoswelL New
During the summer most persons are annoyed with pimples, boils, and professor
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
celestial mechanics in the Uni- Mexico. After the above date all no
lashes, or eruptions, ' while others suffer more severely with Ecis the advertiser's guarantee of quality,
zema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some kindred skin disease. A perfect versity of Rome; recently lecturer In tices of estrays will be published in
'
News.
the
,
beblood
the
is
of
as
as
the
condition
Universities of Paris and Stockthe skin exists
Yon are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, benormal, but when it
long
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
comes contaminated with humors and acids its supply of nutritive proper- holm.
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
ties is greatly lessened and it becomes a sharp, acrid fluid which1 diseases
W. J. LINWOOD, Secretary.
Professors Croce, Kikuchi, Maclr'ail
',.
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
instead of preserving the natural health and texture and Polncare
may be prevented from
'
of the skin. The eruptions may be glossed
money in telling others of their goodness.
s I i i. ft
over and inflammation reduced by the application coming to Houston this autumn; howThe Remedy.
of washes, cosmetics, salves, etc., but no skin aiiec- - ever. In any such event each of these
to Buy
It
2a sny
Mrs. Nipper Ah, I've got the 'ead- can ever be permanently cured in this way; gentlemen will contribute his lectures
tion
V-- n
blood can make healthy skin. S. S. S. In manuscript for the proceedings of ache sutthing orful. Yer quite right.
' only pure
cures Skin Diseases of every kind by neutralizing the opening of the Institute.
Mrs. Smith. I mus' begin tor take
the acids and removing the humors from the blood.
The great new municipal auditori- more care o' meself. . . I'll go back
S. S. S. builds the circulation up to its normal
i
.1(;t?
um, will be used for the occasion. 'ome; I got a nic,e bit o cold pork in
v,
strength, increases its nutritive powers and adds to This structure
seats 8,000 persons and the cubberd on' some
its purity iu every way. Then the skin instead of
pickles, an'
being irritated with acid humors and impurities, is nourished and healed is the largest assembly hall in the I'll 'ave a nice cup o' tea and then
by a plentiful supply of rich, pure blood. Book on Skin Diseases and any south. It is built of stone, concrete,! go straight to bed with a glass uv 'ot
medical advice free.
brick and steel and is fire proof. It gin.
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DEMOCRAT1C CANDIDATE SPENDS
DAY PLANNING HIS CAM- PAIGN.
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ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
ef any newspaper in Northwestern
New Mexico.

The, carnival company which performed on the Plaza last week left

this afternoon for Santa Fe for a
week's stand.

Harry Bailey, Santa Fe maintenance
in Wellington, Kansas, arrived
clerk
New York, Aug. 26, A general plan
to attend the dedicaafternoon
for the political campaign of Uover- this
club hoime of Las Vegas
of
the
tion
nor Woodrow Wilson was considered
No. 408 B. P. O. Elks. Mr.
at a meeting at democratic headquar- Lodge
was
formerly a resident of
Bailey
ters today.; ' Governor Wilson, Vice
a member of the loand
Chairman McAdoo gt the national Las Vegas
Elks.
of
cal
lodge
committee, Treasurer Rolla Wells and
National Committeemen
Josephus
OYSTER BAY.
Daniels and Robert Ewing attended
to Rudyard Kipling.)
apologies
(With
contemnot
Wilson does
Governor
On
the
piazza lookln' out
Sagmore
plate any extended stumping tour and
sea
the
across
In
the
will make only a few, speeches
That is where T. R. is elttin' dream-i;
larger, cities. I
where (he'd like to be;
breezes in the pine trees an'
the
An',
Will Work In the East
chatterin' wavelets say
the
Sea Girt N.
Aug. 26. Governor
four
"Better
years in the White
few
a
Wilson's, plan for making only
House than fourscore at Oyster
scheduled campaign addresses and no ;
Bay."
stumping, toun was approved by memOn the road to Oyster Bay
bers of the campaign committee with
Something doin' every day.
whom the governor is conferring In
Can't
you hear the wires buzzin' on
democratic headquarters In New York
the road to Oyster Bay?
today.
On the road to Oyster Bay
"I am to speaJonly on particular
Shades o' Webster, Choate an' Clay
occasions,1 announced the governor,
Hear the words roll out like thunder
"and there is to be no stumping tour."
from T. R, across the bay.
In announcing his Itinerary for the
next three weeks the governor reveal"Fore his eyes like movin' pictures
ed his Intention of concentrating his
come the different things he's
attention on New York, Pennsylvania
seen
and New Jersey. He will open his
An' he realizes fully what a "Gift of
campaign in New York with a speech
God" he's been.
on Labor Day at Buffalo. "
an idolized Colonel, struttin' up
First
"I Inve a speech in my system
San Juan Hill
about workingmen," said the goverseven years o' tatness pos-Ithe
Then
nor, "which I have intended to get
as "The People's Will."
out for some time."
Bloomin' fake "The People's Will''
Tellln' 'em to keepi 'em still
AH about the Corporations an' the
Trusts he means to kill.
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TELEPHONES
BUSINESS OFFICE
NEWfr DEPARTMENT

by the lodge to these
Bodies Of Elks from Santa
Fe, Albuquerque and Raton has been
assured and others are expected.
Is extended
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PUBLIC RECEPTION WILL
TWO DAYS' FESTIVITIES.

MONDAY, AUGUST 26, 1912.

OPEN

PLENTY OF ROOM FOR MORE
The two days' celebration which
PEOPLE ON FARMS.
marks the formal opening and dediHerbert Quick, editor o.f Farm and cation of the beautiful new home of
Fireside, Writes an interesttng article Las Vegas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O.
in the current iseue of his periodical Elks, will commence tomorrow afteron the causes that are back of the noon in the form of a
reception to
living. Following Is an which the general public is cordially
high fcost-in vited..TnmFrow.. Evening will be
"What jve want to know is' why held the'regular session of the lodge,
ihere ara hot more people on the followed by the dedication of the
farms. I .have just read In a magizine building, and a banquet and smoker.
the explanation they are all stirred The big celebration will be brought to
up about It that 'all the available a conclusion Wednesday night with
'Sand Is taken up.' .That is true if a ball for the Elks. ,
fencing, and owning, and
The committee in charge of the
pf

An' those happy summer evenings
wheni he'd done his dally Job
Teachin his perspirin' Cab'net how to
drive an' smash an' lob.
Or he'd chat with "dear Maria" tellin'
her the time o' day.
Though that literary lady was three
thousand miles away.
When the lady's far away
Best be careful what you say

Letters written in the evenin', sometimes cannot stand the day.
Then the conscientious hours puttin
little Willie wise,
;
Tellln' him just when to open, alpo
.
'
j
When to shut
And that bully long vacation, slaugh- terin' vicious quadrupeds
Endin' with his tour o' Europe givin'
'

points to the crowned heads.
corking good crowned
heads
Put him in the royal beds,
is 'taking up.' But any farmer various events has completed all arlvnow:
that there is room for twice, rangements for the celebration nec- Asked him to their biggest funerals,
wined him at their sweljest
three times, as many people on the essary to make tne affairs the most
'
spreads.
as are there now. I heard John successful ever held in the Meadow
W. Bookwalter of Springfield and the City. The
reception tomorrow afterrest of the world read a paper on this noon will be held 'Deiween the (hours Faded are these brilliant pictures, an'
he sees upon the screen
ubjeqt last winter. He called the
of 2 and 6 o'clock. Excellent music
ion of his hearers to the rush of and several short speeches are on the All the Grand Old Party takin' joy
rides in his own machine.
people to the cities as1 a great danger program of the1 afternoon. Delicious
An' he's learnin' for the first time,
to the world to civilization.
served.
All
be
refreshments will
'
things that every kiddle knows,
'"He seemed to miss the etfect he members of the Las Vegas lodge will
himself has had on this matter of be present at the reception, each one That you can't go on forever, tread-ion the Public's toes.
the rush of people to the cities. Mr. acting as a reception committee of
i
,Treadin" on the Public's toes
Bookwalter possesses from' 60,000 to one to extend a welcome to the visitfor
a
trick
those
Ain't
ImOn
pretty
this
170,000 acres of farmland.
ors.
surr to lead
mense domain there live probaoly
Several initiations and other im Who think they're forever
nose.
Public
the
the
by
from a thousand to fifteen hundred portant business are on the program
people. This is in Nebraska. In Ne- for the regular business session to
braska, too, lives Arnold Martin, who morrow eveninug. The dedication of Once he held thai same Old Party in
the hollew o' his hand
acres makes money, the home will be performed by mem
on twenty-on(besides (supporting . hi? family. If bers of the grand lodge, following the Beat time for 'em with his Big SUck
as the leader o' the band.
the land owned by Mr. Bookwalter business meeting. After the dedica
were owned by the men who work it, tion a banquet will be served in the Now he's In the Outlook's office, hand-iout his weekly dope
there would he living on it for three banquet hall on the basement floor.
Nebraska farm For this occasion a number of "If you want to save the Country take
thousand ordinary
T. R., the Great White Hope."
of fifteen hundred peo- speeches
folk',
by promlnentElks are on
Take
T, R., the Great Whit Hope!
men
like
were
owned
by
If
it
J.
ple.
the program.' Judge C.
Gavin, of
Give
room
"my
would
policies" full scope,
be,
Arnold Martin, there
Denver, who Is ft past' exalted ruler of
for three thousand five hundred fami- the Las Vegas. Lodge No. 408, A. A. For the National House Cleaning use
T. R., the only soap!
lies, or say a population of "fifteen Jones, Judge D, J,; Leahy, and O. A.
thousand people on this same estate, Larrazolo are among those who will
Give him a progressive Country where
which now supports perhaps fifteen deliver addresses at this time.
a chap 'can grab a gun
f
the crops
hundred people on
The, grand .ballt:4he conclusion of
An'
sho6t
up the Constitution Just to
on
the
ottnr the celebration, will be held in the
and Mr. Bookwalter
a bit o' fun.
have
half.
new home .Wednesday evening.
To
Where if playin' cards, it's counted
' fcWhat would be the effect on the
this all of the Elks, whether visiting
buly sport to dope the deck,
cost of living if every tenant-fanne- r
or local, are cordially invited, as are
in these United States were all at all of the ladies of the city whether Tll.you "beat 'em to a frazzle" or you
soak 'em in the neck."
lence changed into an owner of nls accompanied by members of the orOn the road to Oyster Bay
farm? Would It not change most or der or not This baile promises to be
Hear the hurdygurdles play.
them 'into better farmers. It surely one of the most elaborate affairs In
youldi
They would manure, more the history of the lodge, and, in fact, There'll be hot times in the old town
when T. R, comes home today
better rotations, one of the grandest in the
heavily, establish
history of
On the road to Oyster Bay
kar fertilizers, cease skinning the the Meadow City.,
Old salts wag theln heads an' say
lknd, hegin trying to make the place
Wives of the members of the lodge
a long pull to the White House
It's
of
not
to
the
only
support
have taken 'an active interest in the
adequate
from the Beach at Oyster Bay.
children."
the
of
tile olfl folks, but
public reception and in the grand ball
C. B. W. in Boston Transcript.
and double assurance of the success
of the events Is given thereby. The
OFFICE ABOLISHED,
VILWAY
committee In charge of tine arrange26.
office
The
A Mistrustful Tippler.
Laramie, Wyo Aug
ments for the dedication, reception
unor
tne
who
The parson (to workman
superintendent
of general
and dance is as follows. David Kos- ion Pacific has been abolished. Its du.
keeps taking nips from, his bottle)
D. W. Condon, P. D. McEl- Do you know, my man, i never tasted
tied are combined Vith those of the enwald,
B. W. Kelly, Hugh Quigley, Will
roy,
Charles Ware, gen.
. general manager.
spirits in my life,
Clarence lden.
No; an' you ain't a
oral superintendent, has been promot Springer and
Workingman
It is expected that a large number
ed to bo general mannger, succeeding
goln' to begin 'ere, neither.
of Elks from lodges over the state
W B. Ecctt, who goes to the South
will be In Laa Vegas to attend the
1
Read The Opue.
celebration, and an especial welcome
fn Tew ond LouisianaOh those
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DAILY OPTIC,

AUGUST 28, 1912.

MONDAY,

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 2C. Wheat today failed to hold an early advance. Predictions of fair cool weather northwest,
Principally In Soil Turned With favoring a hetter movement of the
newly harvested crop gave courage to
the Plow.
sellers. Bullish feeling that prevailed
at the outset resulted from the serious outlook for growing wheat in
Whore lleep Plowing I
Practiced Europe. Opening prices were unGround Is In Condition to Hold
cents higher. Sepchanged to Vi
More Moisture Than That
a gain
tember started at 94 to
Which Has Been Loosed.
of
U to Vt
but reacted to 94.
The close was steady with September
(Bjr W. C. PAIMEH, North Dakota Agri',4 net lower at
cultural College.)
The plant feeds principally In the
Lightness of offerings furnished onsoil that is turned with the plow. ly a temporary show cf strength to
This can be determined In any field corn. September opened unchanged to
by noticing the poor growth that the
cents at 72 to
touched 72
plant in the dead furrow makes, the and then fell hack' to
The close,
fair growth made by the plant outside of It, and the best growth made however, was steady at 72 for Sepcent
by the plant on the back furrow. The tember, a net gala of
Oats followed the changes In corn.
plant In the dead furrow, while It
came from the same kind of seed a September started a shade oft at 32
the others, cannot make the growth, rallied to 32
and later declined tc
soil
as it has to feed In the sub-sothat has not been turned with the
Firmness at the yards made'provl-sion- s
plow and the plant food that is in it
advance.
First sales ranged
has not been made available. The
plant on the back furrow has an ex- from 2 low to 5 cents higher with
tra amount of soil that has been January delivery ?19.15 for pork;
turned with the plow, and the result 10.77 for lard and $10.17 to $10.20
Is that, having more available food,
for ribs.
It makes a larger growth than the
The closing quotations were:
plant on the regularly plowed land.
December
Wheat, September
This, then, gives an Insight into
what is needed by the plant to make
Its best growthland the beauty oflt
Corn, September 72
December
- ti
Is th.t!Te!anUells W ttfjelf.. fhe
surrace soil will dry out to the depth
December
Oats, September
of $J&ajL
Inches. The roots
'
Tn
this. If the plowing
cannot feed
Pork, September $17.87.
Is but five Inches deep, .that leaves
Lard, September $11.02.
the plant only three Inches ,of soil
Ribs, September $10.97.
that Is In condition for It to feed
from. If the plowing is eight inches'
and the same amount dries out on the
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
surface, the plant then has six
Kansas
City, Aug. 2G. Cattla reIt
or
much
twice
that
as
Inches,
soil,
can feed on, as compared to three ceipts 19,000, Including 3,000 southInches on the
plowing. This erns. Market steady, Native steers
should male it quite plain, from the $6.B010.5O; southern steers $4.75
standpoint of the plant getting Its 6.75; southern cows and helfera $3.25
Is
food, that the deeper
plowing
5.25; native cows and heifers $3.25
quite Important.
8.50; stackers and feeders $4.50f
Then there Is the other fact that
rain soaks into the deep plowing 8.25. hulls $45.25 calve3 $l.50
more readily and quickly," so that 8.25; western steers $5.259.23: westthere will be. less run-of- f from It than ern steers. $5.259.25; western cows
from the shallow plowing. The plow- $3.506.
ed "soil is also, in a condition to hold
Hogs, receipts 3,000. Market 10
more moisture than that which has
not been loosened up with the plow, cents higher. Bulk of sales $8.45
both through the soil grains being 8.70; heavy $8.408.60; packers and
better arranged and through the add- butchers $8.508.75; lights $8.60'Q)
ed organic matter.
Another matter 8.80; ribs $67.
that should be considered here Is
Sheep, receipts 10,000.
Market 1C
that the plant must have the mois- cents lower. Muttons
$3.E04.25;
ture where the food Is, thatilt Is golambs $67; range wethers and yearing to take up. Being in the soil
turned with the plow, that is where lings $3.505.25; range ewes $2
the moisture must be to do the plant S.75.
much good. This is the reason, then,
why the soil should be packed and
NEW YORK 8TOCK EXCHANGE
every means taken to liave it in good
he
New York, Aug.
financial
so that as
contact with, the
the plant uses up the moisture in the community's pessimistic mood aa
surface soli, more moisture can travel shown in the early movement of
up to take Its place. The deep plow- stocks today was attributed to events
ing also makes it necessary that more at
Washington. The signing of the
organic matter be added to the soil,
Panama
canal bill and the congresIs
soil
worked
as
the
else,
deeper
and the organic matter distributed sional deadlock have tended further
In more soil, there will be a less to alienate public Interest and that of
amount of it In a given amount of professional trades as well. Paciflo's
the
soli than the shallow-plowe- d and other? shares of
primary Imporland. The, fact that the plant tance
were distinctly heavy. Canafeeds In the soil turned by the- plow
is a reason, too, why corn should not dian Pacific falling mor than three
be cultivated deep after It has made
a good root system, as the main feeders being so near the Burface, some
of them will be cut off and the plant
s It' must
delayed In its growth,
grow new roots before it can properly
feed Itself. Especially Is this important late in the season. And in
dry farming, corn should be cultivated late, as two reasons for growing
It in this system of farming Is to save
moisture and to kill weeds.
These points In regard to where the
plant feeds and the consequent need
of deep plowing, of adding organic
matter, of shallow cultivation for cultivated crops, need to be kept In mind
whether the farming is being done In
a dry or humid climate, but more atthe-Recepti- on
tention needs to be given them In
dry farming.

WHERE PLANTS
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.80
EMPRESS Flour CASH

94,

93.

72,

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. SI 2.00
nd mt
We piirchiwed several carlosrii of ttali beauttfnl dlnner-wre- .
to Kive aa aa exolusiva denlKa
hrn
puruhaae enabled the manufacturer
nd a very low price. Vv
re oliarjtinir part ot the cost to "adTertiDiiitf
and only asfc yon to pay a pnrceutaKa ol the uutual coat oi tno
sponge,"
. It Is of a IwantifMl "Conraoi" dttslgco and cannot be duplicated la
uallty for less than U In any rotuil China atore. It ia guaranteed by bota
Ike manutaoturer and ourselves.
Ave
There la a coupon In every aack of tABABEB'9 Fkmr. 8'fd m
we will
and fs.w la cash, draft, postal or expreaa money onier, and and
eonpona
u5 you one of these
beantlfnl aeta by frelKht. Address conpoua
to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address Plainly.
iutehlnson,
Silverware
The ooupons In LABABKB'S Flour are also Rood for lion-erand ether valuable premiums Aak lor descriptive Circular.
v
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ALL GROCERS
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EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
MAN-LLEO flour that makes Baking a Deli;ht

Jefferson Raynolds President
t
HePett Ray nouis Cashier
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Capital,
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Surplus, and Undividsd Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking

Interosi Paid on time Deposits

'

-

points from lta lntial gain of XVi. Only the Coppers displayed any marked
strength. The result of reports of Increased foreign demand for the metal.
Bonds were irregular. The market
failed to awaken from its stagnant
state of the earljr afternoon," fractional
Improvement being followed by renewed pressure. The market closed
Irregular. Prices drooped in the late

26.-rT-

sub-fld- tl

;
tchison .
Great Northern .......
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading.
Southern Pacific
union Pacific ;.:
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

108
138
116
127

(

...Ill
170
73
1113

dealings. Reading ruled a point
3T. LOUIS WOOL
the best and other prominent
Louis, Aug. 26. Wool, steady.
St
stocks wer also helow Saturday's
Territory and western mediums 20
close.
24; fine mediums 1820; fine 13017.
The last sales for the day were:
88
Amalgamated Copper
128
American Beet Sugar
Everybody reads The Optic.
he-lo-

deep-plowe- d

n
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NEW EVENING DRESSES
JUST RECEIVED BY EXPRESS

$17.50 to $43.00

Bought By Our Buyer, Now in Neit iXork City, Expressly
for
to Be Given By The Elks Wednesday Niht

Rotation In the Garden.
The garden needs rotation as well
as the field. Do not think that you can
grow cabbage, or onions, or lettuce
upon one particular spot continuously
without meeting with failure. Besides having a decreased- - yield, a
number of Insect pests and funguous
diseases will thrive from year to year
when a complete rotation is not practiced.
.
Change the different garden crops
from one part of the plat to another and occasionally seed the plat
to clover for a year and grow the
garden on a fertile spot on the back
part of the farm.
Clover Seed for Feed.
The fact that sunflower seeds make
good poultry fed is not fully appreciated by all. With any grain they
make a
ration. These
flowers grow well upon all irrigated
tracts. The growth is very rapid and
the large broad leaves afford excellent shade for the young chicks. It is
always a wise policy to plant the
seeds so they can be conveniently
used.
The falling seeds are thus
saved, and the shade afforded is very
valuable.

INTENSELY INTERESTING NEW GOWNS.

We want you to

see the

beautiful new creations which the season has brought forth. Beautiful beyond description. Modish garments every line of them
speaks"of styleand quality. All the new shades are here combined
with the very latest fabrics. To the seeker of the best to be had
these will certainly appeal. There is no woman who cannot find

.

a gown thatm eels her every requirement as to style, make and fit
and besides these things the prices will in every case prove to be
'
a gratifying surprise.

r,

POSITIVELY NO TWO

ALIKE---

A

Very Unusual Collection

Fattening Fowls for Market.
or frying
Chickens for broiling
should be fed extra for two or three
weeks to get them fat, with plenty of
good, solid meat on breast and thighs.
Range poultry Is never clawed as
market poultry.
flrat-clas-

s

be pleased to show the greatest line of
' Ladies' Swell Tailored Suits ever exhibited in our city
We will also

Prices $111 in $4(1.
'The

FOR.
!

EVERY

THING,
NEW
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See the New Coats

Store of Quality"
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Jose Sanches. aged

.

PERSONALS

D. A. Strong of Mora was

la

60,

and Maria

Santos Pino, aged 65, have decided to
spend their declining years as man
and wife. They applied
The couple
for a marriage license.
Las will reside at Agua Z&rca.

Vegas yesterday on business.
IU, O. Snyder, the Pueblo insurance
man; la a visitor In Las Vegas.
ipr. W. It, Tipton left ibis afternoon
on a short business trip to Watrous.
M. A. Van Houten came in this
from Ws homo In Springer.
Miss Helen Kelly left last night on
train No. 2 for Leavenworth, Kansas.
W. G. Ogle left last night on a business trip to Springer and points north
of hero.
E. T. Walls of WagQn Mound, is in
Las Vegas visiting his sister, Mrs
George Guy.
Charles Danziger returned Saturday
night from a week's business trip to

Bill

LUUL

liU liiUiUi)
TO

L.' Barber caught a 250 pound
cinnamon bear In & trap Saturday
night on his ranch on the Sapello.
He brought the animal to Las Vegas,
SANTA FE CLUB DEFEATS LOCAL DEFEATS
selling it to Pete Rotn, the butcher.

five-gam-

--

BOYS IN FAST 4 TO 2
CONTEST.

In a close and exciting game played

yesterday afternoon at Amusement
park, the Romero baseball club was
defeated by the Santa Fe Whitai Sox
by a score of 4 to 2. Both aggregations played a good game and the
contest was one of the most exciting
witnessed here since the disbanding
of thiO Las Vegas Maroons. Pete Sai- azar pitched tiptop ball for the Romero's and deserved to win his game.
Mike Nleto caught for the locals. The
Santa Fe battery was Grie.go and

.
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M. Lyon.

THE HAN OF

OIMAL

TOM

ha3 seldom over 30 or 40 different speaking acquaintances. These'
are his friends. They know his true value. He may wear any kindj
of clothes, eat his peas with his knife and his friends will forgive!

FAKE

CLASS

him. Why? Because they are loyal to him, and being loyal to him
they can not find any fault with his make up or actions.
But how about the people who don't know him- They judge
him the way he looks and nothing stamps a man's character so
much as his personal appearance and the clothes he wears.
-

"There Is nothing to the report of
A. M. Adler, proprietor of the Hub
Clothing house, heretofore consider the big gold strike In the Taos valed to be a meek, little fellow, Satur- ley," say Dr. F. R. Lord and William
day night showed great courage and Springer who returned last night
pugilistic ability in resenting an al- from a week's automobile trljn to

leged insult offered by Ellly Reed, Jr.
It is said that Mr. Adler and Reed
had a row early Saturday evening,
over matters not made public and that
later, as Mr. Adler was coming out of
Schaefer'8 drug store, young Reed
gave vent to his feelings with Insulting words. According to bystanders

the clothier resented Reed's remarks
with a right hook to the young man's
jaw. Reed tried to come back only
to find a big eixshooter staring him
in the face. Adler told him to "g6t"
and the tight ended here, as Reed did
10. yards down Douglas avenue In
Iors than 10 seconds flat, it la stated.
All parties who witnessed the little
set-twere surprised at Mr. Adler's
pugilistic prowess, and especially
young' Reed who must have thought
he had been struck by a comet What
he saw was nothing mora that Mr. Adler's famous diamond. As Mr. Adler
has filed no charges against Reed for
assault with words, and Reed has pie- ferred no charges against Adler for
assault and battery, no arrests have
been made.
o

'

and-Mrs-

IS

FROM-TAOS-

r,

BU

STRIKE

"BILLY" REED, JR., IN SO DECLARES DR. F. R. LORD AND
WILL SPRINGER ON RE
ONE ROUND WITH A RIGHT
.
TURN
HOOK

-

two-me- n

1912'.

JOINS GOLD

"WHITE HOPE"

S.

Superintendent! Rufus Mead of the
city schools, wishes to announce that
he will be in his office in the High
school building every afternoon this
week for the purpose of consulting
with parents who desire to send their
children to school this year.

MONDAY, AUGUST 26,

L II, ABLER

1I1TE
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A
tournament,
bowling
teams will be
between two
held tonight on the alleys In the Elks'
Albuquerque.
Dr. Losey and E. m.
club house.
W. G. Haydon and son, Osborne, reLawrence Tamme and
and
Johnson,,
turned last evening from a short trip Frank
win roll. These are
Barnes
to Shoemaker,
four of the best bowlers in the ctly
A. McCready, Santa Fe traveling
and the contests should be exciting Mares..
of Raton, was In Las Vegas
The contest was witnessed by a
ones. Elks and their families are
on business.
Invited to attend the match, large crowd of fans, who for the first
Rev. P. Kretzchmar came In Satu cordially
time, in a month had the pleasure of
day night from his farm near Wagon
witnessing a real ball gome. It is
Mound on business.
probable that the Romero's will play
Filadelfo Baca, assistant superina return game with the White Sox, in
tendent of public instruction, lefl
the near future on the Capital City
EfffEBTAIN EDUCATORS grounds. The Romero team' is one of
this afternoon for Santa Fe.
the best amateur teams in the state
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
left yesterday afternoon for Santa IT PLAZA HOTEL IS SCENE OF PRET- and It seems likely that that will
after spending a short time in thil
come back against the Ancient City
TY FUNCTION SATURDAY
city.
boys, and even matters up.
.
fH
NIGHT.
Miss Leona Greeuclay and . Miss
TODAY'S BASEBALL. ,
Lucy Myers returned this afternoon
Dr. M. F. Des Marais, county superfrom a short visit with friends in
Western League.
intendent of schools of San Miguel
Shoemaker.
Des Moines, Aug. 2G. First game:
leadof
a
number
county, entertained
Nick Cordova, who Is employed by
R.H.E.
state and other
af- ing educators xt the
left
1 3 0
Charles Greenclay,
Moines
Des
yesterday
dinprominent people at a delightful
0 5 1
Omaha
ternoon for Depver, where he will en ner at the Plaza hotel
Saturday evenFaber
and
and
Joy a 10 days' vacation.
Hanson;
Fugate
7
laid
Covers were
o'clock.
ing 'at
Carson.
Miss Carrie Schmidt returned yester-terda- y
eleven.
for
)
from a short vacation trip to
The guests were Alvan N. White,
National League
Springer and this morning resumed of Silver City, state superintendent of
her duties in the store of Bacharaeh schools; Filadelfo Baca, of Santa Fe,
Pittsburgh, Aug. 26... First game:
XLH.E.
Brothers.
assistant state superintendent of
Mrs. H. E. Fell and daughter came
5 12 0
Pittsburgh
schools, and his daughter, Miss Baca;
4 9 4
In Saturday evening from their home Hon; Antonio Lucero, of Santa Fe, sec- Boston .
in Raton for a short visit at the home retary of state; Mrs. Leona Logue,
Batteries Hendrix
and Gibson:
of Mrs. Fell's parents, Mr. and Mrs. of Oklahoma, conductor of the Nor- Hess and Kling.
v
Charles Tamme.
In the
now
in
mal
institute
session
Miss Eileen vVartz, who has been
American League
H.
Mrs. city; Mrs. Lou Cobb, and Miss
Visiting at the home of Mr. and
Washington, Aug. 26. Fist game:
Dr.
in
assistants
the
Papen',
institute;
H. K. Kelly during the past week, Frank H, H. Roberts,
R.H.E.
president of the
6 7 0
left yesterday afternoon for her home Normal
University, and Mrs. Roberts, Washington
8 6
in Kansas City.
St.
.3
Louis
M.
Marais.
Mrs.
F.
Des
and Dr. and
Benito Gonzalez of Trinidad, repreBatteries Groome and Henry; AlliThe banquet was held in the new
son and Alexander, Kriehedl.
sentative of the Chicago Copy
dining room: The guests were seated
was in Las Vegas today on
decorated
a
at
table,
beautifully
long
re(business. Mr. Gonzales formerly
with ornamental and floral designs. YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL SCORE3
National League
sided In Las Vegas.
At the conclusion of tbe 'banquet the
mido m n rron a nnniir wan ntxa uccu
3; Philadelphia, 2.
Cincinnati,
hall
to
party repaired
In Las Vegas for the past several where a number of them
Boston, 7; Chicago, 6.
participated
weeks visiting at the home of Mrs. a . in an educational meeting for the
Saint Louis, 11; Brooklyn, i.
B. January, left yesterday afternoon
as speakers.
public
lor her home In Raton.
American Leaou
State Superintendent White left
William Frank, Jr., who (has been
No games scheduled.noon for Silver City where
yesterday
in Las Vegas several months visiting he will appear as a speaker before
William
his parents, Mr.
Western League
Mr.
for the the Silver City NormaJ Institute.
aiternoon
this
Frank, left
Lincoln, 11-Denver,
Baca and Mr. Lucero went to Santa
M.
Frank ranch at Hollana, N.
Wichita, 1 "Topeka,
Des MarFe.
Superintendent
County
Sioux-City- ,
3. J. Conley of Los Angeles, after ais stated
SL Joseph,
today that the examination
Des Moines,
spending several days in Las Vegaf for teachers' certificates in the varOmaha,
on business left Saturday night for ious
grades, will be held August 30
assume the
Topeka, where he will
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
and 31, The awards of certificates to
and
Land
management of the Topeka
the successful contestants will be an
Lumber company,
nounced about ten days later.
National League
Arthur Edmunds, principal of the
Won Lost Pet.
regraded schools of the East side,
81
33
.711
Me. and Mrs. J, C. Rex of Albu- New York
California
turned this morning on the
40
75
.652
whe .have been in Las Vegas Chicago
querque,
TJmited from Oregon, 111., where he
67
48
.683
thfc home of Mr. and Mrs. Pittsburgh.
at
ylsiyijj
visithas been spending the summer
68
.4S7
H. C. Smith, returned to thire. home Philadelphia. ...... 55
ino friends and relatives.
63
54
'nf terfioon.
.462
Cincinnati
Lola y efday'
Miss Lena Baca and Miss
C4
.448
St. Louis
.....62
Cha.nman. who have been vlsitng at
74
.362
2
ATTENTION, ELKS.
Brooklyn .
the home of Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Strong All local and visiting Elks are re Boston .
34
80
.298
in fwnm for the past several weeks. quested tp, be,, at the club house to
came in Saturday night from Mora, morrow afternoon between the hours
'
American League
their
!.-f I'indke of"cloclc to attend the publeaving yesterday afternoon for
Won Lost Pet
Jiome In Santa Fe.
ic r'ecefjifon
36 - .695
82.
Boston
U. S. A.,
74
45
.622
P. d. Mcelroy,
Sergeant W. H. Showalter,
Washington
" Exalted Ruler.
.607
71
46
who has been detailed to the New
Philadelphia
came
D. W. CONDON,
.604
68
59
Mexico National Guard for duty,
Chicago
.463
65
in last, nieht from his headquarters In
66
Detroit
Secretary.
.441
66
Santa Fe to attend the encampment
Cleveland ...........52
.253
75
41
MRS. HARRIS DEAD
New York
of Company H on the rifle range north
.313
81
37
of this city, as Instructing officer.
Mrs, C. hi Harris, of Soper, Ind St. Louis
T
C. Johnsen, of the1 firm of J daughter of Mrs. T. W.
died
Garrard,
r. ..Tohnsen & Son. arrive! this alter- thia afternoon at the Las Vegas hos
Western League
noon from Wlbltt'or. Calif., where he pital.
Mrs. Harris underwent on
Lost Pet.
1
vo fnr ine tiast several operation several weeks ago in a Den- Denver .
.586
63
75
months. Mr. Johime.vwill spend sev ver hospital.' "She was" brought "to OmahaT.U?.
55
73
zn
eral days in I.as Vesas, later leaving Las Vegas a week ago,: and was oper St
.652
59
69
..
Joseph
for his former homo in Aspen. Co,o ated on a second time, since which oc- Lincoln ...... .........64
.504
63
.492
j. U McDonnell, district agent for casion her condition has been critical. 'Dea ' Moines' 'i '. ".y. 5'. 61
63
Armour & Company, with headquar She Is survived by a husband and Sioux
.488
55
62
City
ters in Las Vegas, has received notice several children, two sisters, a broth- Wichita
461
e9
59
of his transfer from New Mexico to er and her mother. One
.349
44
f2
.
Mrs.
sister,
Topeka
Denver, and will leave this week to W. L Crockett of El Paso, and
th
assume his new duties. Mrs. McDon brother, James Garrard of
Miss Emma Musial will leave to
Roswell,
nell left Saturday afternoon for Den are in Las Vegas. The
mother, Mrs. night on train No. 2 for New York
ver.
Garrard Is said to be seriously 111 at from whence she will sail for her
Ludwie W. Ilfeld and Secundino Ro her home.
home In Germany.
mero left yesterday afternoon for
a
will
purchase
Denver, wnere (Hey
car load of automobiles to be delivered to purchasers In this city. Mr.
Crisp Indian Corn suggestion,
Romero will go from Denver to Idaho
ram
on
a
purchasing
and Wyoming
You have the proper ring,
,
trip.
In the morning give me Toasties;
Mr. and Mrs. George Kahle "and
arrived
Eunice
Miss
Kahle,
daughter,
fad I'll breakfast like a King.
yesterday afternoon from their home
1n El Paso. Mr. Kahle returned south
Written by MBS. BELLED. MULCAHY. ,
911 Fairfield Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
last night, but Mrs. Kahle and dauga-te- r
will iremain in Las Vegas for a
One of the 60 Jinirles for which the Postum Co.,
nattle Creek, Mich., paid .$1000.00 in June.
week, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. 1'.
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PROSPERITY

SMILES

ON MORA

We are carrying a fine line of samples and

styles
TAILORING,
LADIES'
IDEAL
MILLS
and
from the WOOLEN
...
GO'S, of Chicago.

that section of the state, "and Instead
i
of there being 1,500 miners prospectin
about
the hills, there are only
ing
15 men hunting for the yellow ore.'
See-Seeing
This verifies the latest newspaper reports, which have denounced the
All dry cleaning, repairing and pressing on short notice.
strike as a fake. '
The Las Vegans say that instead
I -Special attention given to ladies' work.
of finding Taos valley in a state of
Intense excitement, as might have
HATS BLOCKED AND SUITS J)YED
been expected, things are in a normal
'' ''
state. The Taos citizens and ranch-er- a
'ft,
of the valley have paid little or
Suits called for and delivered.
All work euaranteed.; ,
no attention to the reported strike,
and everything points to the wonderful gold strike as being a grand sell.
PLAZA HOTEL phone 1 rvl
Dr. Lord and Mr. Springer report a
most enjoyable trip and eay that InHARRY W. PHILLIPS, Prop.
stead of getting stuck in the mud as
their friends prophesied, the "Mud-hen- "
made! the trip In fine style. On
the trip to Taos they covered 95
SIgnor Enrico Trustman, the young
miles the first day, and yesterday on ists from an apparently inadequate
and
brilliant violinist, rendered solos
Insufficient
instrumentation,
and
136
the return, made
miles.
while the SIgnor Benya with hls'man-do-lut- e at each concert that were fairly endeserves special mention for trancing. Perfect intonation, accuhis splendid work In sustained har- rate technique and soulful instinct
ORCHESTRA WILL PLAY mony, counter melody yand contralto characterizes the playing of this
effects, blending delightfully in the young master, the equal of which has
seldom been Iheard in this city.
AGAIN THIS EVENING ensemble work of the orchestra.
Another concert will be given toProf. Blstolfi's accompaniment on
night
by urgent request with an ena
was
revelaindeed
the
program! The orchss.
AGGREGATION
BISTOLFI
HAS tion to those who seldom hear tha. tire change of
tra
extends
the
public the privilege
tone
rich
MADE GOOD WITH LAS
instrument played. The full,
and of request, a feature which is highly
VEGAS PEOPLE.
and sonority of the harp-guitappreciated.
notes that Signor
the flute-likcontriva
Las Vegas . lovers of music have
clever
with
produces
have been delightfully entertained ance attached to his instrument addMaking His Fortune
Parvenu I'll buy thtase three picthe last two nights at the Browne ed materialy to the remarkable ori
theater by Blstolfi's Multum in Parvo chestration. Shading and expression tures for 1 pound each.
M
Artist But It's so li;
Italian orchestra.
in the softer passages held the hearParvenu I'll hang
The programs at both concerts were ers spellbound.
Selections from the
if
i .11
well chosen so as to Include the dif- melodious Italian operas, sacred clas- drawing room, tell evtj
)
ferent styles of musical compositions sic and romantic compositions, over- 50 pounds each for tt
to the satisfaction of tne entire audi- tures and charming bits of lighter fortune is made.
-ence. Surprising orchestra effects and music were all treated with artistit
climaxes were obtained by these art-- feeling) and masterful style. ..
Old papers for
'"
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY SAYS
DITIONS THERE ARE EXCELLENT.

CON-

.

That Mora county is in excellent
financial condition and that the crops
in that section of the state will be
the largest and best in many years
is the statement of District Attorney
Charles W. G. Ward, who has just returned Jrom a (sojourn of several
weeks In the town of Mora. Mr.
Ward, says the assessed valuation of
the county this year is $1,800,000.
fully half a milThis is an increase
.
lion dollars over" any previous yeaf.-Ward
Mr.
But the best news
brought back from Mora county is
the fact that it is practically out of
debt. Mr. Ward has been working
for several months on the collection
of delinquent taxes. 'On bis latest
visit he practically finished this task,
bringing delinquencies collected up to
the year 1911. One hundred and two
additional suits recently were filed
by Mr. Ward and judgment has been
rendered. When this money is collected and distributed by order of the
court the county will be able to pay
off all Its floating indebtedness, which,
now amounts to only about $1,200.
When all outstanding cases have been
disposed of the county will have on
hand a fund of about $20,000. Accord
ing to the new state law all this mon
ey will be available for state and
county road purposes, so that. Mora
county highways undoubtedly will be
made among the best in the state In
the next year or two. The collection
of delinquent taxes is hard and discouraging work, but Mr. Ward has
been working in that direction in
San Miguel and Mora counties for
two years and has practically completed the task. He expects to obliterate entirely all delinquent taxes
in his district before he finally de
cides to drop the proceedings.
Mr. Ward says the cropB In Mora
county this year wiu surpass all ex
pectations. The farmers have planted
a diverse list of crops and the consequence; is that there will be a great
variety of products harvested. The
corn crop will be especially large. '
of state and deputy
; The attention
game wardens, according to Mr.
Ward, should be called to the pernicious activities of certain fishermen
in Mora county. On the east fork of
the. Rio Pueblq,' where the stream is
full of fine trout and fishing Is excellent, the district attorney says, persons have been alverting the stream
into shallow pools from which they
are able to pick out the trout by
hand. Mr. Ward says it is a shame for
such good fishing to be spoiled by
such wanton practices.
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GEO. ROSLINGTON,

Secrdar

OUR MOTTO

"WE PAY CLA1HS AT SIGHT"
L. D. Stovve, druggist, Raton, N. fl., held policy
No 3385 (amount $2000) in the Occidental Life

HE DIED AUGUST 9,

1912.

PROOFS ".OF DEATH RECEIVED

AUGUST 16, 1912
AILED CHECH SAME DAY
NOTE BENEFICIARY'S

RECEIPT

Raton, New Mex., Aug. 17, 1912.

I

'Received of the Occidental Life Insurance Company of Albuquerque,
N. M, TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS ($2,00000) In full payment Of all
claims whatsoever under Policy No. 8385, Issued by the Occidental Life Insurance Company on the life of Leonard Dwlght fctowe, bearing date of
November 16th, 1911, payable to Mary Helen StOwe, wife of the Insured.
'.,
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i:r'MARY HELEN STOVVE,

'

ii

Beneficiary.

ONLY ANOTHER. PROOF
!

that it not only pays to buy

v

life insurance, but to

buy it in the
'
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MUST HAVE SHOCKED MUMMY
CLD

usmess,,

rectory
CL:;TiifiL no i ex
';:n$.n. nun. Prep

Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
'
ast Las Vegas, JN. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

416 Grand

Ave

Phone Main 447

A. II.

jorenzen

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and

"Before the War" Mansione of the
South, With Their Romance,
Aro Disappearing.

The grand old "before th war"
homes, steeped In romance and dear
to the heart of the children of the old
south, are fast going. Set In a grove
of oaks, the big bouse with Its imposing columns, ample verandas and Its
air of hospitality and cheer, soon will
be no more. Some of these old mansions have fallen Into wreck and
ruin; hundreds have been burned.
The surviving ones are relics of an
age that Is past.

For several years there has been a
movement In the south for smaller
farms. This movement has been constantly accelerated. And It means
much for the welfare of this section.
The old plantations were manageable
only when labor could be relied upon
and when one person was willing to
pass his life in the employment of
another.
The south Is becoming more utilitarian. Descendants of those cavaliers, who charged with Rupert and
melted their plate to support the tottering throne of an unworthy Btuart
have scanned their lessons well. Life
Is activity, hurry and turmoil. It
still would be an elyslan existence
forever to loiter In the shade and yell
to Pompey for another Julep but it
is no longer practicable.
This month will see two of the fine
old plantation homes of Barbour
Hiscounty go under the hammer.
toric Roseland and the splendid Pugh
estate alike are to be sold. Some of
these days when the south gets enormously wealthy again the grand old
times may be revived. Birmingham
--

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

ii

Wagon Material

PETER P. MACKEL

(Ala.) News.

STRANGE CRATER IN ARIZONA

Geologists Have Offered Several TheHOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
ories to Account for This Singular
j Hardwood Finishing,
Paper Hanging
Phenomenon.
and Glazing.
'
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
About forty miles from Flagstaff,
Old Town Ariz., In the midst of a great plain,
West Side Plaza
hollow about
there is a saucer-shape'

....
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HO'JIES ARE GOING FAS!

d

French Custom House Officer Did
Not Know He Was Dealing With

Now, the crux of the situation is
this: Which of the maids is to got
Must the
parlor maid
take her departure? If so, the lady of
the house knows that the early cup
of tea will not be ready to start her
day, or if she must have she will have
to do as her sister from the colonies
usually does make It herself. Women
from the colonies, by the way, are apt
to be amused at the comfortable existence led by the home people. English gentlemen who have settled in
Canada are often compelled, to get up
of a morning to coal the basement fire
for heating the home. Think of the
gentlemen of the upser middle classes
at home getting up of a morning to
kindle the kitchen fire! It is not to
be, thought ot; the suggestion is an
Impossible one. Then a glance round
the drawing room, with its polished
floor, its rugs,, its ornaments, its coal
fire, for preference, makes the middle-aged
house mistress go quietly out,
close the door of the room, and meditate in solitude. It seems to her that
cook must go, However, there rise
before her the ghosts of the dishes
she used to make quite well. It Is so
long since she touched any kitchen
Would her old ekill return
utensils!
to her in her extremity? Alas! she
could not reckon upon any such happy, coincidence; she, perforce, must
continue1 to rack her brain and pay
her cook. Even suppose she did manage to supplement her own cooking
by outside aid, what would happen on
their social evenings? London

the sixth dynasty," said the scientist
"A a Pharaoh T" said the puzzled
officer. "I don't seem to remember
what the duty on Pharaohs is."
He set to work to look up "Pharaohs" In his tariff schedule, but
found no such article entered in his

list

"This Importation," said the officer,
finally, "does not seem to be provided
for under the statutes. We shall have
to follow our usual rule in such cases,

and class it with the highest-taxearticle of the kind that it seems to
belong to. I shall classify your Pha
raoh as a dried fish."
d

CHEST

New York Grocers Now Send an Ex.
pert to Show Young Housewives
How It Should Be Done.
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PLEASURE

TO

A retired merchant who was well
kn6wn in the jobbing branch In New
York fifteen years ago recently spent
some time at Atlantic City, where he
took his wife for rest and change of
scene, and where he had an unusually
pleasant experience. "We met there,"
bo he tells the story, "a man whom I
had known in a business way many
years ago. We and our wives walked
and 'roller chaired' together, and they
seemed to enjoy our company as much
as we did theirs. On the day before
we came away Mr. Blank called me
Into the billiard room, handed me an
envelope addressed to me at my New
York home and Bald: 1 Intended to
bring you this when our visit here was
over and before we went back to our
home out west
The .envelope contained a check for a balance which
the man owed when his business' collapsed in 1894, with interest to date.
'So glad I met you he added, 'for I
saved the carfare to your house.' " The
New York manadd4;d that the debt
badjjgSaed out ot his mind, together
with many others which had gene to
"profit and loss" In his old books.
His Righteous

Kick.

"Say!" exclaimed the undersized
chap, bustling into the room, "isn't
this the kickery? I want 'to air my
grouch. I contend that the little man
doesn't get a fair shake. People Im
pose on him just because he can't
help himself. Take my case; I'm five
I go
feet, four, and slim accordingly.
into a car that's nearly empty, pick
out a good seat, open my newspaper.
and begin to read. In comes a blg
beefy cuss, with a lateral spread of
f
two and
feet. Does he pick
out a nice empty seat tor himself?
He does not He waddles down the
aisle till he sees me. 'There's my
meat!' he says; he ain't big enough
to crowd me.' And he plants him
self down by me, Jams me over
against the end of the seat, crushes
my arms against my sides, blame
him, and"
"You're all right, my friend," inter
rupted the man at the desk, "and
you've got a real grievance, but you
are tackling the wrong department;
the Friend of the People is in room
320." Chicago Tribune. ,
one-hal-

Shelves and Straight Fronts.
"There are a great many things la
this library that if I had my way
would be changed," remarked an aggrieved-looking
woman to a librarian
the other day. "For Instance, look at
those lower shelves! They're an outrage!" Bhe said stormily, making a
sweeping gesture toward the shelves
In question.
"Do you wear straight
fronts?" she asked with an angry
glare, and then without waiting for' a
reply, announced, decisively, "Well, I
do; and though I've been wanting
that volume down there for the last
half hour, do you think I'd dare get
it? No, I consider it positively dangerous to take a book oft those lower
shelves."

Epistolary Caution.
Before the customer paid his bill
the hotel stenographer tore . several
pages out of her notebook and handed them to him.
"Only the notes of his letters," she
said to the next customer. "About
once in six months somebody comes
along who keeps such a watchful eye
on his correspondence that b
won't
even let , a ' stenographer keep his
notes. Of course It Is nothing to us,
md we always give them up when
isked to. I don't know what the cau
tious folk do with them. Destroy
them maybe. Anybow, there Is no
record of foolish utterances left in the
itenographer's books."
(
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N. O, Herman, W.
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Secretary.

invited.

cordially
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.

R. M array,

Five

DORADO LODGE
EL
NO.
1,
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meets
very Monday era
nlng In Castle Hall,
Visiting Knights are
cordially
Invite.
Chas. E. Llebscfe
nler, Chaneelloi
Commander.
Harry
Martin, Keeper if
Records and Seal.

cents per line eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- space than two
line. All advertis menta charged a. 'aular conclave seoeca Ts-will be booked at space
actually set,
day in each momtn at Ma B.'P. O. ELK'S Meets, second ard
without regard to number of word. sonic
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Cash In advance preferred.
Remonth at O. R. C. hall. , Visiting
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme,
brothers are cordially invited. P.
corder.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler.
D. W.
Condon,
Secretary.
ROYAL
LAB VEGAS CHAPTER No, t,
ARCH

MAtQN$ Rgm'&r eonvoca-in each
tioft first
mratk at Masoaie Temple, at T:l p. m. IL R.
WllHama, H. P.; T. O.
Blood, Secretary.
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NUMBER, MAIN

RANSFORO CHATTER

VJantcsf
WANTED
823

Experienced
Sixth street

cook.

In- -

NO.

t,

HUNKER
Geo. H.

HUNKER

nunker
Cheater A Huoi.
Attorneys at Law.

Las Vegas,

New Mexle

O. E.

first and tHrd Fridays In
LOCAL
Haaosla T2Si. Mrs. T. B. Bow en,
Woriiy Matooa; James O. Batledce
EAST
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Trips,
Secretary, phone Mala HI, 120 Arrive
v-ti-

VISIT

New Yorker's Trip to Atlantic City
Remunerative Both as to His
Health and Pocket.

'TJ(fj'
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LOBBY BEST AURA NT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

quire

"Even grocers are taking a hand in
the education of young housewives,"
said the pretty woman.
"I did my
first marketing last week. The grocer
knew I was green. When I had finished buying he said:
" "Now, do you know how to arrange
things in your icebox to the best advantage?'
"I said I was afraid I didn't He
called a young man from the rear of
the store.
"'James,' he said, 'when you deliver
this basket of things will you show the
lady the most economical arrangement
of her refrigerator?'
"Fifteen minutes later
James was turning my ice chest upside down. He made a place for
everything, and said it ought to be
kept there. The meats, for example,
should always come between the milk
and butter and the fruit and salads.
When he finished my refrigerator held
twice as much as I had been able to
get into it Another 'wondrous phase
of the situation was that James refused a tip.
" We make a point,' he said, 'of
showing customers the proper arrangement of an ice chest' "New York
"" v
Press.

of a mile across and
600 feet deep. The rim of this strange
crater rises between 150 and 200 feet
above the surrounding plain. Rocky
f LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
fragments are scattered for several
afldjiVtoni-mitLock'
Bicycle
miles around the crater. Among these
Gt.eraJ Repairing!)
rocks many fragments of meteoric
r
containing minute black
h
E. Las Vegas Iron, some have
Street
been found. The indiamonds,
ner walls show that the cniBt of the
earth was broken when the crater was
formed; yet no volcanic rocks exist
&
there! Geologists have offered several
Monday, AXji'Carriage
theories to account for this singular
Cm
phenomenon. One is that an Immense
ROt
OF
PLENTY
meteorite made the hole, and that the
PEOPUb wfllKMAN
meteoric fragments Just mentioned are
Herbert Quick, ea,
remnants of the falling star. Another
i
Fireside, VHtes an Iran d Ave
theory ascribes the origin ot the crater to a tremendous explosion of steam
an the current tissue ov
are
in the rocks beneath, end a third comtfiat
nausea
the
on
bines the first two by suggesting thai
Following.
high bostvot living.
Gaello Alphabet.
"PIT. thejtlgw of a fnlMnf wieisailJtlitet;;
V
Extract:. .'
crust at a point whery Men familiar with the Gaelic tongue
earth's
the
want!
"What we'
subterranean water had accumulated tell us that the alphabet of that anthere ar&VLYjREMODELED
In the neighborhood of heated rocks, cient language is the most curious of
was the cause of the explosion.
all alphabets, in that nearly every letthefcis?ap BathsfandLavatorics
ter is represented by a tree. The alphabet of today comprises eighteen
wp
u?eat Private.Telephones
First Woman on English Stage.
letters; ancient Gaello had seventeen.
land Js
anniver3
an
Is
important
January
Now, as of old, all the letters with
2.50 .per day and up
a
Britof
the
fencing,
sary in the development
the exception of g, t and u, which
ish drama, for upon this date in 1661 stand for ivy, furze and
rlns Is 'MERIC A.N PLAN
heather, are
auiowa thi tates
Pepys went to the Clare Market thea- called after trees.
.
or
Month
Week
by
ter, saw the "Beggar's Bush" well per
The Gaello a b 0 now runs: Allm,
three, tint
first time
"the
and
formed
records,
belte, coll,
eagh, fearn, gath,
twins as
that I everaw women come upon the huath, iogh, dur,
luls, muln, nuln, olv,
W. Bookv
stage."
pelth, nils, suil, teine, ur, which Is
rest of tn,"
Previously all female parts had been equivalent to saying: Elm, birch,
l,
sulijwt
taken by boys or young men. The
oak, aspen, alder, ivy, whltehorn,
was
by
teii
probably suggested
change
yew, rowan or quicken, vine, ash,
Charles IL from his continental experipine, elder, willow, furze,
Ifv
ence, and arose from an amusing epi- heath. In the ancient Gaello alpha
sode. The king had gone to the thea- bet the letter h
(the huath, or white-horter "before his time," and finding the
does not exist. The alphabet
Miss Shumate is graduate
actors not ready, asked for an ex Is called the
because
planation, whereupon he was gravely b, 1, n, and not a, b, c, are its first
inXArt a',n d Photography;
not
Information that "the queen has
three letters.
and a'Sturten t with the Old
shaved yet!" As the Merry Monarch
loved to laugh at a jest as well as to
Masters of Europe.
Question of Seeing.
make one, the excuse " was accepted
and a reform initiated.
was discussing, in an
Lady
Gregory
TELEPHONEtilAIN J14
interview in New York, her Irish
Players and their Irish plays.
Mourn Saleswoman's Death.
"Some people, It is evident," she
There is mourning in one of the said, "don't like our plays. Others
$100 REWARD $100
large department stores because of again, think that the plays of John M.
The ' readers of this paper will be the death of a saleswoman who was Synge and W. B. Yeats are works ot
pi eared to learn that there is at least probably as well known in New York art beautiful works ot art It is a
one dread disease that science has as any one of the great sisterhood. matter of eyesight
fbeen able to cure In ell its stages, and
Little Ellen," as every one called her
"It is like the two gentlemen on
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure because she always retained the name
American liner who fell Into conthe
now
cure
known
is the only positive
by which she was known when she versation. One complained about the
be
Catarrh
to the medical fraternity.
became an employe ot the house thir monotony of his home, at Kllkee, in
ing a constitutional disease, requires a
e
years ago, was for many years County Clare. But the other, knowing
Catconstitutional treatment Hall's
the head of the glove selling de- the wondrous beauty of Kllkee, with
at
arrh Cure is taken internally., acting
and' had customers by the the wild Atlantic surges beating on
jdlrectly upon the blood and mucous partment who would be served
only by Its rugged coast with sublime
urfaces o? me system, inereDy am- hundred,
her. She knew the sizes of gloves
grandeur, said:
jtroylng the; foundation of the disease,
" 'It may be monotonous but what
'and Eivingl the patient strength by they wore and had many friends
building up the constitution and assist-In-- among her patrons, for whom she se a view you have!'
nature in doing its work. The pro- lected gloves when they were email
"View?' said the Kllkee resident
srietors have so much faith In its cur children. At holiday times she was al No view whatever. Why, man, there's
ative nowers that they offer One Hun ways liberally remembered by them, nothing at all between us and Amer
flred Dollars for any case that it falls and her death is regretted as much by ica.""
tn Mire. Sdmd for list or testimonials them as by her associates and employ
Address F. J- - CHENEY ft CO., To ers.
ledo. Ohio.
Parliamentary.
' ld by all drugsts, 75c.
"This is all so sudden, Mr. Sampconst!
Pills
for
Cake Hall's Family
Sword 3,400 Years Old.
son" aha said, with 'maidenly re
pauon.
Among several relics of ancient serve, "and so unexpected, that al
times, including temple reliefs from though I confess I am not entirely
One of the most common complaints Abydos and a mummy from Meir, indifferent to you, I hardly know what
peoplo are afflicted dated about 100 A. D., J. Plerpont Mor- to
that hard wjorklng
say In reply to
with is lame back. Apply Chamber- gan has given the Metropolitan Mus-su"If vou are in favor of the proposi
mas-eagand
twice
a
day
Iain's liniment
of Art an Assyrian aword, believed
suggested Mr. Sampson, who,
the paJrts thoroughly at each ap to be 3,400 years old. It was found by tion,"
Dick
Swiveller, Is a perpetual
like
Wl
gei quica reiiet. Colonel
plication, . attQ-- 11you
an English explorer. grand master, "you will please sigffanlaffl
Hanbury,
uy inn
X or Sal
about 1875 at Nardin and Is said to nify your assent by saying 'Aye,' "
be the earliest example known. .
"Aye," came softly.
Mr W. S.'i Gansalus, a farmer living
Frederick Remington's large paint
"Contrary?"
used
has
!Pa.
he
Vle'mlng,
says
mni
"A Cavalry Charge on the South
"No!" thundered the old man, open-insromhAriain's Colic. Cholera and Di ing,
ern
to
has
been
the
Plains,"
the door.
fourpresented
for
his
la
family
arrhoea Remedy
museum by several donors, including
'The noes have it by a large ma
teen years, and that he has found it to former Park
Commissioner
Henry jority," said Mr. Sampson, reaching
iewouy, una utn
be an exceuem;
in! recommending It. For Smith, George A .Hearn, William T. hastily for his hat
hi
'
Evans and Augustus Thomas.
Je by all dealers.
three-quarte-
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and Parlormaid.

M. Maapero, the famous French
Egyptologist, tells in some reminiscences of an amUBing experience
which befell him on one occasion
when bringing an Egyptian mummy
to Europe. It was the mummy of
a king, and an important contribution
to archaeology, and M. Maspero fancied that the French custom house officers would not insist too rigidly upon
payment of duty.
The first of these functionaries
whom he encountered, however, insisted upon doing his full duty. He opened
the box which contained the mummy
and exclaimed:
"Halloa, what have we here?"
"A Pharaoh a genuine Pharaoh o(
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English Housewives Seem to Be Called
Upon to Choose Between Cook

Defunct Monarch.
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MONDAY, AUGUST 26, 1912.
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No.
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:10 p.
4. ...11:06 p
8
1:15 a.
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CARD
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m...
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. 1:1 p.
.11:10 p. si
. 1:?5 a. at
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FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD) NO.
1 OS
Meets every Monday
night at
FOR SALE CHEAP Two
pieces of
O. R. C. Hall on
avenue, at
Boagias
corner
property,
Third and Colum- 8 O'clock.
WEST BOUND
Viflitlnr
bia. Call at 502 Third street.
No.
P. m.......l:4S n. m.
m
cordially welcome.
a.M
No.
m
6:10
a.
.6:15 a.
J.
T.
president;
Bnaler. secretary;
WILL SELL at a sacrifice, a
No. 7..
4:40 p. m
4:50 p.
u. 11. tmij, treaamrer.
horse,
buggy and harness. Inquire Mrs. L.
No. 9
6:35 n. m
7:d0 a m
P. Wright. 509 Sixth street
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet In the forest of brotheri
FOR SALE Fine span mules; horse;
love at Woodmen of the Won-hal- l
cow; yearling heifer; two sets haron the Bocond and fourth
ness; saddle;
Moline wagon;
of
each month at 8 p. m. C. C)
day
John Deere corn planter; walking
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.. Vi
cultivator and homestead relining neighbors are especially
quishment. 1017 Seventh street.
com and cordially invited.
FOR SALE Several eood Jersev
milk cows fresh and coming fresh. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
1. o. of B, B.
Meets every flret
Ackerman Dairy.
Tuesday of the month in th vestry
'
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
V
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are I "
corxHcJly
invited.
Isaac Appel
The exceptional quanttly ot our Ice
WILL rent my six room furnished
President; Charles Greenciay, See
' .
has made ns many new customers. We
stone, house by September 1. No
retary.
would like to include you among the
L
tuberculosis.
Apply 1013 Eleventh
Jrn
'
Street.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,. COUNC courteous treatment ot customers;
the
.NO. 804. Meets second and fomn
purity and high quality ot our
combined
with our new and
Ice,
R.
in
O.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms
C.
hall. Pione
Thursday
and
. Our
prompt delivery and
two connecting rooms fo
building.
are
members
Visiting
light
dlally Invied. Peter Emen&ker, G. Itary methods wil merit ylour aphousekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St
proval.
g.
K, Richard Devlne,
Phone Mali in I
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227
FOR RENT Two room furnished
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
1.
Meets every Monday evening a)
"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
their ha'l on Sixth street AQ visit
dose ot Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
ing brethren cordially Invited to at and Diarrhoea
The "Progressive" Party
Remedy," writes M. E.
tend. J . D. Frideastine, N. G.; Gebhardt Oriole,
Pa. There is nothIs the Individual, man or woman, who
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood ing better. For sale by all dealers.
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
rheumatism, weak back, and other kidSecretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer:
ney and bladder irregularities. Foley
C V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
A. S. Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy,
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthen
Chlco, Cel., who haa handled Foley &
and quick to produce bene
ing, tonic,
Co's medicines for many years, says:
ficial ' results. Contain' no harmful F. O. E Meets first and third Tue "I consider
that Foley's Honey and
drugs. Never sold in bulk. Put up in
day evenings each month, at Wood Tar Compound has no equal, and Is the
two sizes in sealed bottles. The gen
man hall., Visiting Brothers eot one cough medicine I can recommend
uine in a yellow package. O. G. Schaef-e- r
dlally Invited to attend. A. M as containing no narcotics or other
and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Set aharmful properties."O. The genuine in
G. Schaefer and
yellow package.
retary.
D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor liv
Red Cross Drug Store.
ing at 669 Keeling CourUCanton, 111,
Is now well rid ot a severe and annoy
ing case of kidney trouble. His back
-pained and he was bothered with head
aches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
Uw. or Mora, Each DeUver,
8e per 18t lai
Kidney Pills Just as directed and in a
Urn. to tM
few days I felt much better. My life
Each Delivery
C8c per K2 lk
and strength semeed to come back.
tta Use. t 1,C3S lbs Eaoli D Every
!$e per tea
and I sleep well.. I am now all over
I be
Eaoh DeSvery
Sf lb, te
49o per Mi Ik.
Foto
trouble
and
recommend
my
glad
6 Iba, Eaeh Delivery
Than
Lisa
tie
O.
G.
per 1(9 lbs.
Pills."
ley Kidney
Try them.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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AGUA PURA COMPAlNY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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ANT Ads
Are Best

ft

A

Market Finders

-

FOLEY'S

Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
amonf al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
is
worth
most.
thing

MD TAR
COMPOUND

HONEY

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine for COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable.'' The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuma.
Refuse susututes.
0.

G.

8chaefer

Red Cross Drug Co.

That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instrutnents.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible Olivers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
'

,
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LOCAL NEWS

C. W. "WoBnsr has applied at the
Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon court house for $4 as bounty on two
at the Opera Bar.
coyotes killed by him recently In precinct No. 35.
Flneh'i Golden Wedding Rye, aea
Two applications ror bounty on
in the rood. Direct from aisUilary
to you. kx the Lobby, of oowm.
wild animal pelts were asked for at
the court house today. Luz Jaramlllo
Under the management of M. A. asked for $2 on a wild cat killed reHagest, th New Optic hotel win be cently near San Geronlmo, whle Juan
known as the "Troy Hotel." This ho- B. Baca applied for $2 as bounty tan a
tel changed hands several weeks ago. coyote killed August 10 at Tecolotito,

TODAY

Ye look for a further Advance
OUR PRICES
lbs Beet Sugar for

14 lbs Cane Sugar for

CIIIISI!

White Kitchen.
Tuesday dinner,
choice bear roast, sliced tomatoes,
etc Meals 3 crtits. The clean place.

$t.CQ
1,00

Will :old good for today and Monday

This cut i'kt.sirsfes

CIIPJSTIAN

EEUCAT

p

cne 'A the '

:

m

TELLS PARENTS TO TAKE CAR?
OF CHIDRENS'

THE CASH GJIOCEH

SUE

J

u

i.jOijUtl)

In Fail Suits

That education is not complete un
less the spiritual side 4s developed as
well as the intellectual faculties was
the burden of the sermon delivered
yesterday morning at the Church of
the Immaculate Conception by the Ri
Rev. Archbishop J. B. Pltaval of the
diocese of Santa Fe on the occasion
of the confirmation of a large class
The board of directors of the Y.
The second bowling touranment be- of children and adults. The archbish
M. C. A. will meet
tonight in regular tween the Lyon team and the Ward op stated that on his recent visit to
monthly session. Business of import- team will be held Friday night on Rome he conferred wdtto Pope Plus
ance will be brought before, the meet the alleys in the iSlks club house. X,
Informing the pontiff of the grow
ing and a large attendance of the di- The Ward aggregation won the first
spirit of lack of respects for God
ing
rectors Is desired.
series by 40 points, but the Lyon's ex- and religion
throughout the United
pect to turn the tables in the coming States. The reply of the pope was:
Rock Island business car No. 1901 match.
"Take care of the children."
went out this afternoon on train No.
In those words, according to the
1 for Row
Mrs. C. L. faarrls, who has been ill archbishop, lies the fundamental prinwhere It will pick up H.
,U. nudge, president of the Rock Is for some time at the home of her ciple which should be applied In the
land system, and his family, who have mother, Mrs. T. W, Garrard, i re educational system of this and many
been spending the past month on the ported today as considerably worse. other
countries, where materialism Is
Pecos river. Mr. Mudge and
family Mrs. Garrard, on account of the shock growing dally. While the child Is beprobably will pass through Lag Vegas of her husband's death a few weeks ing taught in schools affording him
eu ruuie eastward tomorrow after ago and anxiety because of the Ill the best
possible means of learning
noon.
ness of her daughter, la also 111 In bed material things, no effort is being
Mrs. Harris'. husband and children are made to teach him of spiritual thing.
According to word received In Las with her, as Is her brother, James It is for this reason, declared the
a number of
are Garrard of Roswell.
archbishop, that the Roman Catholic
playing ball in the southern part of
church has always insisted upon the
the state. Sorensen
JS. E. Johnson established a new
and Buckles
necessity of giving personal attention
the Maroon battery, appeared In the bowling record Saturday night on the to the education of Its children.' The
Hurley lineup twice last week and alleys in the Elks club house, rolling archbishop said the Roman church is
worked out with Silver City once, in 239, which Is one
point above the not the enemy of the public schools,
one game Hurley defeated the Glooe score made a week ago by Dr. C. S. as so many people seem to think, but
Mills team of El Paso 24 to 4 and m Losey. Mx. Johnson is known as onu it feels that it has the right to critic
the other won from San Marcial 15 of the best bowlers in Las Vegas, ize' their inability to carry on reli
to 2. Sorensen lost nis game in Silver rolling a good
steady game. His aver gious teaching. He declared the child
City, the Globe Mills team winning by age last week was over 160. B. V. who la to be the man of tomorroy,
a score of 9 to 0. Tommy Clark also Kelly, captain of the Kelly team, broke must be taught the principles of re
appeared In the Hurley lineup and all records yesterday afternoon for spect for God if the nation Is to conWard Is wearing the Silver City uni- low score, makking 76. Moral: Don't tinue to be a Godly nation. The Mform.
bowl on Sunday.
shop urged Christian education both
at home and at school. He said If
Messrs. Herring, Faville and
Contractor Foster this morning be this policy Is followed out the future
comprised a party of Las Ve- gan tearing out the west stairway of the country Is assured, as the bless
gas motorists who arrived in the city leading from the lobby to the second ing of God will always rest upon It.
Beautiful ceremonies accompanied
Saturday in an Everitt car have spent floor of the court house. The space
several days here this week demon- occupied by the staircase will be con the confirmation. The archbishop was
strating the new tire compound verted into a room 'which will be used assisted by the pastor, Rev. Father A.
members of the
known as Essenkay, says the Silver by County Clerk Lorenzo
Delgado. Rabeyrolle, aid other
City Enterprise. Herring and Faville This is one of the big improvements local clergy. The archbishop address,
are state agents for .the new com- being) made at the court house. The ed the epanJsh speaking members of
pound and are making a trip over the painters and decorators are making thei parish at the 7 o'clock mass and
state diemonstratlng its qualities and good progress with the beautlflcation the English speaking people at the
are meeting with, great success. The of the court room and the Judge and 10 o'clock mass.
,
new compound has the reslllancy of
jury apartments adjacent to the court
soft rubber and takes the place of air room.
in the tire, eliminating the us of an
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
inner tube. Tire punctures are unLetters remaining unealloi lov th.
Members of Company H, New Mexknown and the composition i guar- ico National
week ending August 24, 1912:
Guagdiwenfc into camp
Miss Catherine Keese, Charles La
anteed to retain Its virtues fpr one this morning on thef rifle range north
year. Demonstrations were given lo- f the city, for a three days' rifle prac Claire, John E. McCarthy, Charles E.
cal motorists and
number of sales tice. Work on the range commenced Simpson, R. O. Williams.
made. Those who rode in the demon- this morning and the entire time dur
Post cards held for postage and bet
stration car declare they could not ing the encampment will be devoted tor directions:
Mrs. Emila Bustos, Trinidad, Colo.;
tell the difference between riding to shooting. Sergeant W. H. Showal-ter- ,
with inflated tires and those filled
of the United States army, who Masters Daniel and John Lemmon,
wifih the compound.
has been assigned to duty with the Joliet, 111.
When calling for the above letters
H. F. Bade is the local agent for the New Mexico Guard, arrived
last,nignt
Essenkay Co.
from Santa Fe ana will have charge please ask for advertised letters.
F, O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
of the instruction of the militiamen.
.
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See Van Petten for Insurance.

Is What Sugar Advanced

15

AUGUST 26, 1912.

Fresh bear steak at Pete Roth's.

mm

1

MONDAY,

It is only ONE of the many
We carrv in thp

models.

Grade,

Ready-to-Wea-

the Market.
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Clothing in
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We hav

adrt

our already large collection
High Grade Makes "The L.
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M

of
Sys-te- m

recognised as the

Clothing'
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Leading Suit for the Young Man
who wants THE

RIGHT THING.

.

ROW
2

FOR
cents per pound

1-- 2

sell OS
For Pickling
111 FOB
TO BOX

a

il.: Ho.

STEARNS

1

fr
it' iLEii

1

have on hand a complete stock of

?.S,SflNC3tY SCREENS AND

WIE

SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

"

Old Town

Phone Main 150

We Do

Captain George E. Morrison is commanding officer of the camp, and will
maintain regular camp discipline dur

Mt's Right"

Laundered
and returned to your home in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dress- makers.

liifr

:nut,:
Mil L: lump'
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

if

Heme of

lis

LASVEGAS OPTIC

Best ofjver

yln

Mi

s1

The secret of serving realy Gced Tea and
Ceffce.is to use
SAXSNS

C10I1 ESAHE

;

Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable.

Las' ''Vegas

MM

M

Laundry
Phone MaialBl

are effective.

.

,

Some especially beautiful draperies that will effect a real
transformation in any room are now shown in our
de-

drapery

partment.

Llch-ty-

J.

j'

C. JOIINSEN
LICENSED

.

SON

AUENTS FPH"

n

EC IT Finest Q"3ty Fruits and Ve-I"
II I J 1 Ketables From Field to Can
MLULI1
The Same Day.
4

II

ONLY HIGH EST G R A D ES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

wT?oted

For

PVRITY

QUALITY

OAKERY GOODS

the state has a strong case against
the defendant. Mr, Ward said the re
ports that there Is bad feeling against
Mares and he is likely to be lynched
are entirely unfounded. The man un
doubtedly will be given fair treatment by the people of the county and
every effort will be made td give him
an impartial trial.

-

II 03SIER iilTCEiei CAC!:;ET8

FRESH

RATES

J- -

,

s,

SPECIAL

617 Doughs Ave

For a small sum you can make your home so inviting that
every day will seem like a vacation.

CLEANLINESS

ASH VOIili1 GROCER FOE "FORT"

The Best in The City

FULLY EODJPPED

51,059

BM

Coolies, Pies,CiMes,

AT HARVEY'S

For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Btob.' of-

0093

AT

'

'

lODflOBUtS,

.

LA

-

02AS2S

Fried CcriBS

Infinite pains have been taken from Planta- ticn to package to save all the Original, Deli
cate Flavor

PLANT

WINTER
ONION SETS

till lau Alii oil lioifl v

OVZKIAHD V.ZZZL SOT

NOV.

'on you

15

5RAAF 8r I1AYWARD COMPAF

Telephone

cents per lb.

FERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS'

or call and we will have our demonstrator

show you.
--

507 Sixth Stm

SELLING AGENT

Make the color scheme of at least one room in our house
j
in cool colors for summer. Tans, greens, browns and blues all

"FOOT" CANNED GOODS

District Attorney Charles W. G. FOR SALE Enough furniture for
Ward returned Saturday night from
four rooms at the price of one. T.
G. Barnes, 1018 Twelfth street.
Wagon Mound where he stopped on
his 'way home from Mora to attend
the. preliminary hearing of Abran Ma-recharged with the murder of Frank
S. Ortega in that city last Friday afternoon. Mr. Ward says Mares was
EVERY DAY
bound over to the Mora county grand
Jury without bond. He will be confined In the Mora county jail until
after the grand jury session early in
the fall: JUr. Ward examined a number of witnesses. He says he believes

fice 614 Lincoln avenue.

CiiA EE AND

You've noticed how the looks of some rooms invite you on
sweltering day.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

ing the three days' encampment WANTED To rent piano. Lina
There are over 30 men in camp.
919 Ninth.

Ladies Lingerie

miWm READS THE
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GROCER
vVe
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Fhonc Venn Ul
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"The Store of Satisfaction

j

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE
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3,44,

"Vha!en, & Fowler Preps

